Welcome!

Jeju - World’s Natural Heritage
All the nature from Jeju – from its mountains and oceans recognized
by the world for its beauty beyond the Korean frontiers to a handful
of the soil from its green forests and wild flowers - is the best present
ever given to the humankind.
If you walk around Jeju, climb mountains and hills and if you visit this
island, everyday life will seem lighter and a fine smile will be naturally
formed on your face.
Jeju is a healing island.
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Living in Jeju

Photo essay

The Oreums of Jeju, 1988 ⓒ Kang Tae-gil
4

Beyond Oreums
The autumn of Jeju is waving.
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제주시 삼양해수욕장은 여성들의 모살뜸(모래찜질)으로 유
명한 곳이다. 직사광선을 받은 삼양동 검은 모래는 각종 피부
병, 관절염, 신경통에 효능이 있다고 전해진다. 예전에는 여성
들이 숙식하면서 찜질을 하곤 했다.
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The Oreums of Jeju, 1988 ⓒ Kang Tae-gil

Photographer Kang Tae-gil (1952-)
The photographer has lived in Jeju since 1986 and working with stone,
oreums, and forests. Especially he has focused on the task of remembering
the true nature of the oreums as they change into low hills covered with
trees over time. In recent years, he has donated his photographs to Jeju
Stone Culture Park.
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제주시 삼양해수욕장은 여성들의 모살뜸(모래찜질)으로 유
명한 곳이다. 직사광선을 받은 삼양동 검은 모래는 각종 피부
병, 관절염, 신경통에 효능이 있다고 전해진다. 예전에는 여성
들이 숙식하면서 찜질을 하곤 했다.
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작가 육명심(1932~)
한국 사진계의 원로 작가로 인간의 본질 또는 근원을 향한 물음을 한국적인 소재를 통해 표현해 온
사진가다. 지난 50여 년간 <예술가의 초상>, <백민>, <장승> 등 굵직한 작품을 선보였으며 2016년에
는 문화예술발전 유공자로 선정되어 은관문화훈장을 수훈했다. <검은 모살뜸> 연작은 그가 1983년
처음 제주도 특유의 전통적인 여름나기 풍경을 찍은 이후 근 십년 만에 후속 촬영을 통해 1996년 초
판을 펴낸 작품집으로 올해 2월 완성도를 높혀 세 번째 개정판을 냈다.

The Oreums of Jeju, 1997 ⓒ Kang Tae-gil
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Living in Jeju

Fall of Jeju

Coming by
sound
Autumn of
Jeju

“Trr, trr, trr”, grass hoppers are turning the dial. Autumn at the front door. The cicada heats midday

Written by Lee Ae-ja (poet)

before sleep. The night of grass hoppers is busy. I'm deleting the sounds that people make: cars,

and then the small things like grass hoppers and crickets take over the night. Dark sounds are
opening the autumn of Jeju. I put my heavy legs on my pillow and lie down on my side. It is to listen
to the sound well with both ears. Sounds are collected. Sounds are gathered through the cochlea.
Sounds are arranged in type letters. The type letters of repetitive sound creates a four-four time
lullaby rhythm. I melt down to the power of the little things that lower the eyelids. I finish the day
listening to the beginning of the night. I think that the wing of a looser body can reach a dream.
The lyric from what insists on analog is impressive. I don’t check the smartphone that I try to open
construction site, and the air conditioner. The world calms by small things that rub their wings.

Early autumn grass hoppers 25 hours without shift
Torok torok, tororok, torok torok tororok...
Still the economy of this country lives on small things staying up all night
- After hours

In fact, the prelude to the autumn of Jeju is the sound of lawn mowers. "Wing Wing." The appetite
of this iron is scary. Now it takes a half day to mow the grass around the grave, which took a full
day in the past. "What a world!" The elderly who said so, is now dead and the grass around their
graves is mowed by the machine. The back of his grandfather comes up, who ran a sickle on the
grindstone . How sharp the sickle was that spat out red rusts at the fingertips of my grandfather!
It was so sharp that it seemed to cut any thing it touches. The sharp tools have already become
accustomed to the master's hand. The grass lies nicely in one direction. I felt my grandfather's care
in every clump of grass. Beautiful gestures are remembered for a long time, so you should not do
everything recklessly. The curved back of grandfather who offered a cup of liqueur in front of the
neatly cleaned grave has become a grave. A wind blowing through pines touches and leaves the
grave. Grandfather's bent back is now a little straightened.

I see the empty breasts of the graves that gave everything to this world
My uncle who was happy with everything after a cup of liqueur is
Now dead and on the way to the cemetery where everyone is more equal after death
- Mossleong Road
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A group of dragon fly siting in a row in the autumn ⓒ Choi Jae-young
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Doo sea under twilight ⓒ Ahn Kyu Rim
12

Increasingly, the ability to replace hands is evolving. Faster and more convenient. All activities are
controlled within the smartphone. Orders and payments can be handled with one button. As the
number of agencies increased, it became harder to see the relatives that we met while mowing
the grass around the graves. Soon, I will imagine a picture of Alpha High as a regular worker and a
person as a temporary worker.
I walk along the Dodu sea with companions on my way home from a funeral. The night is falling
down on the sea that clears the twilight. The horizon under the sky is a place for brass wind
instruments. Horns, trumpets, trombones and shining instruments are coordinating the fall. The full
moon cymbals are today's guest member. We use each of our roles to bring autumn. The stars fill
up the seats with sparkling anticipation. Maybe that place is an invitation. Fine. The breakwater’s
cement floor is also pretty good.
It took quite a while to appreciate the sea. I reflect on the time when I was in a hurry and record
early autumn with a few cuts of pictures.
Humans copy the landscape without permit and plagiarize the wind.
Nature has an intellectual property right. Nature is losing its naturalness due to the tireless human
greed. But I have to make a copy. I need to overlook plagiarism.
They stop the wind and make roads. They block the sun and build buildings. Maybe someday they
will fly away with the tornado of Oz. The sun may be hacked by the shadow.
In the daytime, the wind blows irregularly through the field walls. I guess my illiterate uncle learned
communication and coexistence from his father's father. The time has gone when we should learn
letters before tools. Now the culture is to learn tools before letters.
I am back and lie on the bed. More things to think. I add funeral and companion after listing grass
hoppers, grass mowing, stars, horizon, night sea, wind musical instruments, wind, nature, sun, stone
walls, copy, and plagiarism for today.
“Trr, trr, trr”, grass hoppers are turning the dial.
The eyelids that have reached the dream come up.
I think I should stay up all night.
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Life of Jeju people

‘Going to eat’
Jeju’s
holidays
Written by Yang Young-ja (Cultural Property Commission,
Jeju Special Self-governing Province )

Festival in holidays,
Way to go for holiday eating
The August holiday with the biggest full moon is the most abundant time of year. There is a saying,
'No more, no less, just like Hangawi.' Hangawi means 'the greatest middle of the year' and it is the
time of the most abundant and fullest. Now the word 'Chuseok' is favored instead of Hangawi. and
people express ‘Rest the Chuseok '. Here ‘rest’ means spending the day by celebrating birthday,
feast, and holiday.

‘The holiday prepration is'
Pride of woman’s domestic skill
Grass mowing is the beginning of the task to be done as a descendant to eat the holiday food.
On the first day of the month, they get together in the graves of their ancestors to mow the grass
around graves. The mountain is crowded with people as mowing is done by every family at the same
time. Everybody should join grass mowing regardless of how successful life they have or how far
they are. If a person can not participate, he would pay a penalty as a minimal courtesy (compensation
for non-participation) to keep their position as members of the community, because they would be
badly blamed if they don’t do so.
The women started preparing cloths for holidays. Since they visited all the relatives and eat all the
time during the holiday, the clothes of a family was a crucial proof that the housewife's skill and
personality were revealed in the world. Adult men were dressed in jeoksam (vest), jeogori (jacket),
and white durumagi (coat). Adult women were dressed in hanbok (traditional Korean clothes).
Children wore jeoksam. It often took more than a month to complete to build holiday clothes for a
large family. Nowadays, the elderly remembers the neighborhood alley that was buzzing with the
sound of fulling cloth about ten days before the holiday. The sound of fulling cloth is generated
when the silk is hit with a bat so that it does not wrinkle. It was the sound from wealthy families
and those families were envied by the family who wore cotton clothes.
These customs are dated back in the old records of the <Chronicles of the Three States>. In Shilla,
the king Yuri-isageum divided the women into two groups and let his two daughters to take one
each to compete in weaving. They weaved cloth from July 16 to August 15 in the lunar calendar
and the king declared the winner. This is the origin of the hangawi customs. In the Joseon Dynasty,
we can see that cloth weaving was important as Seonjamdan, the ritual altar for women, co-existed
with Seonnongdan, the ritual altar for men.
Both men and women were busy two days or three days before eating holiday food. Since there
was no refrigerator, people shared the expense to buy the holiday special. Usually 10 persons
bought a pig together and divided it. At this time, the neck, forelegs, and ribs are priced high, so it
was very important to be fair to divide a pig according to the prices.
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Grass-mowing that starts around August 1 in the lunar calendar in 1980s ⓒ Seo Jae-chul

The beginning of our duties as descendents
to have holiday food is to mow the grass
around the grave.
On the first day of August
People gathered together at the ancestor’s grave
mow the grass around it.
Every families do this at the same time.
So the mountain is loud with crowds.
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Children who are experiencing riding Dongcha, a traditional play of Jeju Island in the middle of Chuseok ⓒ Folklore Natural History Museum, Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

At the time of holidays
Mother got us on the bus
Cleaned us in the public bath
Went to the 5-day market
Bought my little sister and me dresses
that have same shape and size but different colors
Men wearing a black coat
Going to eat holiday food

16

Women had to rub the brassware off blue rust. They picked up gomsegi (whale) excrements and porous stones
from the sea, and pounded excrements with the stone to make powder and put the powder on rice straws and
rubbed brassware with them all day. As all relatives came for eating, it was impossible to do anything wrong.
Both praises and critics were all came from the relatives.
On the eve of the holiday, the whole family prepared the holiday food. They used pork and dried rockfish for the
memorial ceremony, which were men's responsibility. At this time, a war of nerves broke out. Father insisted that
the meat should be cut to four 2-inch sized squares and skewered correctly. But mother insisted that they look
better when cut to longer pieces. The holiday rice cake was always the responsibility of women and children:
shellfish songpyeon with red beans and sesame seeds inside, and seolgi cake with rice,

rice cake and red bean

layers inside. The rapeseed oil was the basic offering. The round shellfish songpyeon is the sun, the rice and rice
cake are the moon, and the oil cake pressed with the iron frame is a star. So the sun, the moon and the star are
all stuffed in the rice cake. Maybe it is a reflection of a mind that wishes to have a help from the sun, the moon,
stars, and the whole universe. In addition, the buckwheat jelly made from buckwheat flour was a necessity, so a
day is not enough to prepare all food. Especially, they couldn't ask for discount when they bought the ingredients
nor get angry or complain when they prepare holiday food as they thought that the luck that ancestors give them
would disappear. The control of water and fire influenced the success of the food, so the attention and efforts of
the women were fully exerted.
After such a long preparatory process, we could eat the holiday food. Going to and eating at relative’s houses not
just the movement of space but also a ceremony of pursuing and sharing the journey of time. In the evening, after
returning home, when music was heard, people got together, as if they had made a promise, to the house from
which music comes out. A joyful play wass unfolded with songs and dances at night under the bright moon. The
‘Heobegi jangdan' was a musical instrument that excites the mood. Men played Neokdungbaegi with Jongji Yut,
and the young men and women climbed the garden hill and watched the moon, sprouting the buds of love.

Fading out in black and white
Nostalgia of old mood
The customs of going around for holiday food with relatives have disappeared and nowadays people enjoy the
leisure time with the TV or go on a trip. For the ancestors, they would like to go to a large shopping mall and buy
the things made from rice cakes to sanjeock (skewer), or pizza in a tourist destination, on the eve of the holiday.
They bow in front of those food during holidays. It seems that the days of cyber holidays are not too far.
I think what is easy and convenient is the best in this busy world, but sometimes, I feel sad for future generations
who will not have shared memory of time and space. At the time of holidays, my mother took us on a bus and
cleaned us in the public bath, bought us dresses with the same shape and size but different colors. Men went in
black coats for eating holiday food. My father always wanted the white coat only. I think that my generation may
be the last blessed generation to be able to reminisce about those thingsl. The pride of my mother who couldn't
give up the clothes of children though she didn't have much. The act of my father who learned trandition and soul
by customs though he didn't learn much. These are the shadows of old love that is understood in the context of
the act of 'going for holiday food.'
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The person Jeju met

Altr Airfield

Artistically viewed
light and shade of tourism
Jeju Biennale 2017: Tourism

Complied. Editorial Department / Photograph. An Gyu-rim
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A new trip has begun in Jeju, an

Jeju Museum of Art

island with tremendous talent.

When you enter the Jeju Museum of Art, the starting point of the Jeju Biennale, 60 paintings of

This time it is art. Just 'Jeju' is
attached to the 'Biennale', but

Hallasan attract the attention of visitors first. This space, named "Halla Salon", consists of works
featuring the eyes of Jeju's 30 writers, such as Kang Yo-bae, with a subject of Jeju's symbol Halla
Mountain. The picture of Halla Mountain, which has a height of 8m and a width of 20m, hanging on

we are sucked into another

the front side and both sides of the wall, shows the four seasons, day and night of Jeju Halla Mountain.

unexpected time and space of

Among the experimental works, it is worth noting Korin Bione's "Me, Herre, Now". The photographs

Jeju and face its original face.

of tourist spots around the world, which are often encountered online, show a passive, monotonous
journey focused on famous tourist destinations only. This is somewhat related to the theme of Jeju
Biennale, 'Tourism', which allows us to look at the current status of tourism in Jeju.
On the other hand, there will also be exhibitions of works that enhance the experience of visitors. The
work of Park Jin-young, which carries the outer scenery of the cabin as seen in the round window of
a boat, provides visitors with an experience that seems like traveling on board. Media artist Moon
Jung Yong's interactive work <Flying> is also interesting. When the viewer stands and moves at the
point marked on the solid floor, an image appears according to the angle of the body and changes
constantly as if the work and the person interact with each other.

Jeju Museum of Art
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Art space ‘Ia’

Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art
The Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art creates an emotional curiosity even if you only see a variety
of sculptures installed in the open air. The musium is more abundant with the addition of existing
bienniale project exhibitions. What is noteworthy is that the biennale, as represented by its message,
is expressed by heavier lighting and colors than other arts. Especially, the painful memories of the
modern and modern era such as Gangjeong Village, Naeseong Stream, Okbaraji Alley, Jeju 4.3
incidient, and Gwangju 5.18 are unfolded like a prologue before leaving for 3-course Altr Airfield.
Altr Airfield area
Altr Airfield is the most important place of Jeju dark tourism. In the past, Japan built this place for
bombing Nanjing in China, where is now filled with works for desire for peace and hope through

Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art

the biennale. Particularly, the colorful ribbons on which tourists write messages and the arch-shaped
hangar decorated with brilliant colors look like a strong struggle for peace. On the other hand, the old
hangar and the landscape of the green field are unnaturally projected, symbolically expressing the
healing of the pain of war through farming activities. Sesal oreum is also located near Jeju Airfield. It
is the place where the sadness of the incident is remained. Visitors will discover the significance and
value of the dark tour of Jeju by looking around the Altair Airfield.
Art space Ia, Jeju’s old downtown
The 'Art Space Ia', remodeled from the old Jeju University Hospital, is an exhibition hall that strictly
diagnoses Jeju's present day and deals with the reality of tourism in Jeju. In particular, it is worth
noting the domestic and foreign writers who are staying in Jeju. Jeju is an ash-colored island for them.
From Jeju Airport to a tourist destination where waterfalls fall, it is said that tourism development has

Jeju Biennale 2017

been accomplished on the land of sacrifice and pain. Kim Tae-Kyun describes the airport which is the

Time : 2017. 9. 2.(Saturday) to 12. 3.(Sunday)

massacre site and secret burial place as an art in <Also below like above>. Jeong Gi-yeop created a

Main Exhibition Courses

cross-shaped installation project using PET bottles and LEDs under a strong title of "Jeju Jesus" to

Course 1 Jeju Museum of Art

point out the capital that pumps up the resoruces of Jeju endlessly. The Biennale Exhibition Tour, which

Course 2 Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art

begins with Jeju's natural ecological diversity and reaches the center of the Dark Tour, finally delivers a

Course 3 Altr Airfield and its vicinity

naked face of Jeju suffering from the historical sacrifice and capital to the visitors through Ia.

Course 4 Old downtown of Seoguipo city
Course 5 Art Space ‘Ia’, old downtown of Jeju city
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5 view towards
Jeju Biennale
Complied. Editorial Department / Photograph. An Gyu-rim

Even a singe subject is enlarged
through the process of thinking
as though it spreads out into ten
or hundred works. Following the
eyes of the artists participating
in the Biennale, we face a diverse
and new Jeju.

“From Jeju society and art culture

Is there a reason for selecting tourism as a subject?

Explosive synergy is expected”.

At first, I got the theme using a big project called 'social art'. However, because of its wide range, I went

Kim Jun-gi, General Director of Jeju

in details and found 'tourism'. It his is because most of the economic, industrial, and cultural flows of Jeju
Island come from ‘tourism’, which becomes also an effective expression language for artists.

What are the points in watching Jeju Biennale
I hope this will be an opportunity to rethink fundamentally about tourism. We encourage you to think
about yourself as well as tourism of Jeju, such as why you are touring, what kind of tourism you are
pursuing, and what is the new direction of tourism. And then if your deliberate over how arts and culture,
including tourism, can harmonize with history and local communities, I am confident that it will be a very
valuable experience.

Is it possible that the Jeju Biennale will develop into a world-class culture
and arts event?
Looking at the map of Northeast Asia with Jeju Island as center, Jeju Island is surrounded by the Korean
peninsula, mainland China, and Japan. This means that it can become a public sphere of art in Northeast
Asia. Starting from the art exchange activities in the Asian continent, we will gradually expand the scope
and make efforts to make Jeju Island a new base of global cultural arts exchange.
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"In daily life and traveling

What are you inspired by Jeju?

Enjoy like a natural landscape”

The inspiration that Jeju gives exists obviously. All the environmental characteristics of Jeju are

Kang Tae-hwan, artist

influential in nature and in history. For the works presented at this biennale, the Altair Airfield will
be the stage, which is for the 'dark' area of this tourism. As the Jeju people were forced to work
there, we deliberated over the related topics and tried to express it in our own way.

What does the Jeju Biennale mean to you?
As one of Jeju Islanders, I have a great expectation for culturally influential projects. Of course,
I hear the voice of concern, but in terms of the artist, it is very important to meet the audience
without a wall. I wonder how this will approach the audience and how the tourists who are looking
<Breath a breath>2017, stainless steel, moss, variable
size Altair airfield

for Jeju will react. I think it will have a very important effect on the future direction of work.

What is the view point of the tourism that you thinks?
He uses Jeju Gotjawal as a motif for his installation
art and concentrates on harmony between nature and

I think a new approach to art tours is this biennale. By encountering modern arts naturally on the

artificial structure. He has been exhibiting at Jeju Museum

trip, I think that not only tourists but also the citizens of this island will be able to enjoy art more

of Contemporary Art in 2017, Seogwipo Art Center in

friendly and comfortably. Without a need to make up mind, I just want them to enjoy it naturally as

2016, Jeju Gallery of Dreams, Rainbow Cube Gallery, and

a natural landscape in my daily life or traveling.

Chosun Museum of Art in 2015. He was selected as the
best young artist of Jeju Young Artist in 2011. He also
won Special Selection in the field of non-figuratif in Korea
Art Competition and the Grand Prize in Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province Art Competition.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

What inspiration does Jeju give?

“Stop trying to find Jeju.

When I was younger, I did not work on Jeju at all. As I got older, the memories that had naturally

Enjoy various eyes towards it”

permeated into my life merely appeared in the work. In fact, the sea is not necessarily a Jeju thing.
Since the sculptor was born in Jeju Island, the viewers think that he works on Jeju. However he

Park Geon-ok, artist

does not think that he should work on a Jeju thing.

Introduce the participating works of this biennale
In short, it is a recycling project for pine trees with the pine wilt disease. We do a landscaping
project after eradicating the germs. When people think of landscaping, they think it is to cultivate
garden plants, but it includes all activities; we go into nature and work in it. It was conceived from
the intent to rethink the meaning of the landscape under theme that everything comes from nature

<Landscaping Project>, 2017, pine tree with the pine wilt
disease Jeju Museum of Art

and returns to nature.

What are the points in watching Jeju Biennale
Some people think ‘this is Jeju Island’ because it is held in Jeju Island, and others think ‘I cannot
find Jeju Island though I have come to Jeju Biennale’. I hope they will stop trying to find Jeju Island.
It is not only Jeju artists that exhibit at the Biennale, and I would also like people to see with
interest how the outside writers look at Jeju.
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She operates 'Cultural Barn: Gazing / Resting' in
Seogwipo City. She also operates 'Art Warehouse' which
is an artist residency space. In addition to individual work,
she continues to work on public art and community art in
the island.

“Discover jeju as a home where
People live rather than a tourist destination”
Yi Ji-yu, artist

What works do you exhibit?
The story of the forgotten generations and scattered people in the three big turbulences of the
colonial era, the 4.3 incident, and the Korean War. The Jeju Strait and Heonhaetan are tangled in
the video without boundaries. The boy, who was a teenager when he went over to the north, is
finally grown up and sends his last greeting to his mother who was a haenyeo (female diver). The
story is about the Jeju people whose hometown is open to everyone as a travel destination but can
<Haero> 2017, Single channel video, 3 minutes Jeju
Museum of Contemporary Art

not return to this place where they have family members.

What is the view point of the tourism that you thinks?
The story of Jeju history and location is unfolded with
paintings. It is the characteristic of Lee Ji-yu's painting
that include the time and depth of the narrative in the

I hope that it will be a chance to rediscover the space called Jeju, which is hidden behind the tourism
for those who come from outside. The tourist spot is a place of deviation, but it is just an ordinary place

fixed scene. He had exhibitions in Project Space Salvia

for native people. I would like visitors to have an opportunity to think about and understand Jeju Island,

coffee shop and Via Art Gallery in 2016 and Dream in

where people are living in various styles, rather than providing tourist services.

Jeju in 2017. He also participated in the group exhibitions
such as <Jeju Art Fennel, the way of community and
arts> (Old downtown in Jeju, 2017), <Tie time, time of

What does the Jeju Biennale mean?

haenyeo> (Jeju Museum of Art, 2017), etc.

The story of the place called Jeju is overly covered with tour. There is a lot of history before that,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

which is also a very heavsuch y history. Through this opportunity, I hope that history is revealed and
visitors will have various views on Jeju.

What are the main works?

"The Biennale is a travel book

It is an activity called 'Silk Road Project' for examining the cultural transition and hybridity while

that use the art for communication”

communicating with the residents of each region within the travel route after traveling Seoul to London.
We distribute the banners already used in Korea to local residents and let them to freely use them. The

Jeong Jae Chul, artist

work exhibited at Jeju Biennale include resting while listening to the sound of a tent swaying in the wind,
writing postcards, and reading the greetings of each country written on the windows. Through a series
of objects, the audience will be able to memorize the trips they have made or to make new trips through
their memories.

The work planned as a traveler is similar to this theme.
The work of analyzing various cultural and social phenomena, conveying meaningful messages, and using
the props from them is very interesting. I thinks that also in Jeju Biennale tourism the travel is mediated
to connect Jeju society with people. In other words, art becomes a communication language.

< A s s a l a a m a l a y k u m > 2 0 1 7 , m i x e d m a t e r i a l s,
1370x1370x450 cm
Jeju Museum of Art
First, he concentrated on work activities revealing the
properties of the wood. In 2004, he carried out the "Silk

What do you expect from the Jeju Biennale?
Meeting between Jeju’s local artists and immigrant writers, youths, and young people would be a good
influence on the Jeju Culture. I hope Biennale will be such opportunity. Of course, it will be difficult to get

Road Project" of traveling from Seoul to London by land.
Recently he has carried out the 'Blue Ocean Project that
addresses the marine environment pollution in an artistic
way.

meaning results with a short-term achievement. I hope that this event will become sustainable and have
a positive impact on Jeju.
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Living in Jeju

Ecology of Jeju

Greetings
of Autumn
are conveyed by
Jeju flowers and
birds
Written by Editorial Department
Drawn by Han Min-young

Jeju Hanran
Natural Monument No.191
Jeju Hanran (寒蘭) got its name as it blossoms from January to and March
when the cold wind blows. It is an orchid with the trinity of leaves, flowers,
and fragrance. It has 3 to 5 leaves and 20cm to 70cm long, with pointed
end and soft edge. It was once designated as a legal protected species Class
1 by the Ministry of Environment because the number of the native species
greatly decreased due to land development and theft. The area of Donnae
ko Valley, Sanghyo-dong, Seogwipo City, where the Hanran grwo in a big
group, is also designated as a natural monument in 2002 for protection.
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Nutmeg tree
The oldest nutmeg tree in Jeju is 820 years old. It can grow up to 25m, but
in a year it grows only about 15cm. The fruit of the nutmeg tree is used as
medicinal herb or for memorial ceremony and the tree provides a luxurious
wood which is used for furniture or Go board. In a forest called Vijarim in
Pyeongdaeri, Jeju, about 2,800 nutmeg trees are growing in a 440,000
pyeong land. A forest consisting of single species are very rare in the world.
Jeju Bijarim is now designated as a natural monument.

East Asian monkshood
Rare and endangered plant designated by Korea Forest Service (species
of weak interest)
East Asian monkshood is widely distributed from the top of Mt. Halla to
oreums in the middle mountainous area. The distribution area is so wide
that it can be seen from the end of August to October. It grows crossly like
a creeper in humid places, such as around valleys or under deciduous trees.
The shape of the flower is similar to the helmet, and it is also popular as
ornamental plant.
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Red-billed Starling
Starlings are common but the red-billed starling is very rare not only in
Korea but also in the world. It is a passeriform migratory bird visiting our
country mainly in spring and autumn. In Jeju, since February 2002, when
13 red-billed starlings were found, the birds have been found every year.
Its reproduction was confirmed in Hanrim-eup in Jeju. Females are more
brown than males. They build nests in tree holes, gaps in buildings, or in
telephone poles. They eat fruits or insects on trees or on the ground.

Bristle-hair aster
It has a legend. There was a daughter of buljaengyi (Blacksmiths) who
gathered mugwort. She died waiting for a hunter who would bring her
and a pretty floor blooms on tㅁhe place where she died. Bristle-hair
aster live mainly on the seaside. It is characterized by thicker hairy leaves
than the other aster species. It grows up to 10cm to 50cm, but sometimes
grows to the level of the chest of an adult. Usually you can view its light
purple petals form August to November, but in Jeju, it sometimes blooms
in winter.
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Osprey
Endangered wildlife Class 2 designated by Ministry of Environment
It is a raptor kind like an eagle. Other birds catch fish by using beaks, but
the osprey hunts large fish with its big and sharp claws. The speed of the
moment when it swoops down is as fast as 140 km/h. In addition, it can
dive down to the 10m depth of the water and has a nickname 'fish killer'.
They come to Jeju Island in early October and leave in the middle of the
month. The are sometimes found in Guryeong Euphidori, Seongsanpo,
Gangjeongpogu, Tidal flat of Daejeong-eup, and Yangyangdo. Hadori (Gujua-eup), Seongsanpo, Gangjeong port, Daejeong-eup and Biyangdo.
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제주성
원도심on
풍경ⓒ고만홍
Jeju
bus제이각
divided위편에서
into four바라본
colors 제주
depending
the route after reorganization ⓒ An Kyu-Rim
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The foot of Jeju runs.
With children's dreams, youth’s passions, and our neighbors’ hope
It runs to Jeju’s tomorrow.
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Four wheels of hope
running for

tomorrow
Written by Hwang Gyun-su

Memory One
I wanted to ride the bus as an elementary boy, but I couldn’t because I was not able to afford a bus fare. To get to the city, I should take a bus and should
pay bus fare. I didn’t afford bus fare and I couldn’t enter the abacus hakwon (private school). I am still disappointed about it. One day when the typhoon
came, I asked mother for bus fare and took a bus to the elementary school. I heard the school was closed on that day. The grief was huge, but the praise I
heard from a teacher still makes me happy.
The bus was a trouble shooter. I remember the times when I was studying on a bus before taking exams during my middle school years, The bus was also
a venue for conversation and a living room for elderly people in the neighborhood. It was the most important supporter to help us realize our hopes. It has
solved the problem of distance.
On the other hand, the bus itself was a ride that I wanted to enjoy. The microbus on the 5.16 road gave me pleasure rather than a means of transportation.
I first rode the bus as a middle school boy. The speed and rotation. I felt a sma fear when the bus went down the mountain, and It was more than the
cartoon <Galaxy Express 999>. I even felt sick.
Memory Two
As long I know, in 1985, about 30 years ago, several bus companies, such as jeju, geumnam, Far East, Daehwa and Hanil (the last two are closed) started
transpiration business. In the meantime, citizen autonomous buses are created, in which passengers gave own tickets and received changes from machine.
The memories of the bus attendant who shouted "Orai!" have disappeared. Perhaps, the route that was made at that time has been kept up to now.
20 years ago, in 1996 when Korea Transportation Development Institute carried out a project "Jeju Island city bus route division" and introduced a city bus
for Cheongsan and Gosan from Jeju city. But this system was not settled and disappeared.
10 years ago, in 2006 when a system called 'Jeju Island bus fare section plan’ was introduced. The bus fare system became simple by dividing it into
sections. Of course, there was a rate cut effect. In addition, free transfer was provided and compensation system was established. Although they did not
change the routes a lot, it was a big change in the institutional way.
Hope one
In 2017, Jeju Island launched a revolutionary public transport Island. In 2003 and 2004, Jeju Island introduced public buses that connect not only to
remote areas but also to other cities for the first time in Korea. Therefore even if the semi public bust system is launched, I think that the impact will not be
great. On what to pursue in transportation, textbooks talk about mobility (speed) and accessibility. If Jeju Island’s mass transportation can reach wherever
you want to go while securing the speed of public transportation, it would be great, but it will not be easy,
as the bus is not a private car. I hope that Jeju Island will make efforts to improve the speed and accessibility of public transportation while securing other
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safety, convenience, friendly service, and economical rates.
In the same context, I hope that no accident occurs in the bus lane. On the rainy day, I hope we can transfer buses conveniently, and bus stops and buses
will be comfortable regardless of the season, or day and night. For those who do not have access to the bus, I hope that the bus fare will be linked to the
taxi fare so that both the taxi and bus will be revitalized.
When deciding and enforcing transportation policies, keep in mind that the following three aspects should be benefited: the user, the system, and the
whole society. The elderly in rural areas, the weak in transpiration, and the visitors. They are the users and they must be greatly benefited. Next, it is the bus
lane. The bus lane system should work smoothly and it should benefit buses and taxis. Finally, there is a need to increase the utility of society as a whole,
with less passenger cars, less traffic, less parking, and less congestion. I would like to ask the administration people to take care of these matters.
Hope two
I asked around about the public transport system after the reorganization. The students in the new jeju region like it very much. It is said that because it is more
convenient when going to school in the old Jeju area. In fact, it may be a bit of a disappointment. It is a phenomenon that occurs as middle and high schools for
grls are not located in the new jeju city, but they say that there are now lot of cars approaching along the Yeonsamro from New jeju and it is very good than before.
Seonsanpo people likes the new system as now they can access Cheju National University or the airport directly. Citizens who are familiar with the existing routes
are uncomfortable. If one of ten services is not good, people tend to evaluate the whole service as uncomfortable. Even if we are a little uncomfortable, it would be
nice to show a little bit of tolerance for the comfort of our descendants, and the comfort when we are old.
We need to continuously inform seniors so that they can become friendly with the routes. Elderly people in suburbs are complaining in understanding routes and
transfer, according to a bus driver. it seems that the reorganization of routes that they have known for a lifetime does not come to the elderly quickly. Effective and
continuous promotion of convenient routes and transit points will be needed.
Even if the adjustment takes years, we need to make an effort to do it properly. The current problem is a problem but a beginning and the first step to search for the
correct answer. According a public bus driver, it is not important to reduce the bus interval but to adjust it to the traffic demand as necessary for morning, afternoon,
and evening.
It is also necessary to serve passengers faithfully. I asked a middle-aged professor. He said that elderly people who are standing are uncomfortable due to
emergency brakes, rapid turn, and abrupt opening or closing doors. This is may be because Jeju Island has many slopes or steep curve roads, but I hope that they
drive buses so that the passengers can feel that they are being respected.
Public transportation is for our neighbors. It is not a privileged ride, nor does it mean that our neighbors are greatly benefited. It just aims to reduce the number of
minutes or time it takes to go wherever. I look forward to a day when I and my neighbors, who use passenger cars, will be more happy when they don’t drive their
cars and commute by bus.
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Seventeen-year-old
SungHoon rides
the noisy bus

Written by Go Seong-Hoon / Edited by Kim Seon-hye
Drawings by Han Ju-hyeok

A bus
Provides a free Wi-Fi service.
It's a revolution.
August 28, 2017. It is the first day of the school year after summer vacation. It is also the first day after the
news that the bus system will be reorganized. Why did they change all the bus numbers?
I already heard about it at the school, but I was not happy about changing the bus number. In fact, I felt
annoyed when I thought I have to remember all the bus numbers. I got stressed whether I could go to school
well not to be late without being lost. But I found that I hadn’t have to be worried when I arrived at the bus
stop. There was a guide who showed me at each stop and kindly explained which buses I had to ride. Also,
the numbers of the buses going to the school changed but the route was not changed much, so I didn’t have
be worried much. The bus guide brochure provided by the school was a great help. I was able to see the
meaning of the bus number from this brochure: 100s for express buses, 200s for general buses, 300s for main
line and 400s for branch line (The main line bus connects the city center to the suburb and the branch line
bus runs short-distance bus within an area)
Oh, I see the front number of the bus shows the nature of the bus. Let me check the rear number.
For example, any bus that starts from Seongsan port and comes to Jeju is preceded by “2'’, such as 201-1.
Any bus that moves from the outskirts of Jeju to the city center is preceded by ‘’3”, such as 320-1 or 324. I
studied the bus route brochure like in a group study with friends. I saw those things and it was amazing.
Oh, I discovered that the buses have different colors depending on the kind. The express bus is red, the main
line bus is blue, the branch line bus is green, and the circulation tour bus is orange. Red symbolizes camellia,
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Students waiting for the bus ⓒ Kim Seon-hye

blue symbolizes sea, green symbolizes mountain, and orange symbolizes citrus. I thought they was just
following the bus colors of Seoul and other major cities, but I realized that these colors symbolize the unique
colors of Jeju Island. What we liked the most about the reorganization of the Jeju Island bus system is 'Free
Wi-Fi service'. All of my friends cheered, knowing that free WiFi is provided on the bus. While you travel on
a bus, you don't have to pay for data. It was a landmark event for most students, because they are using a
student fare plan and its data price is high. If you connect first to 'Jeju Free Wi-Fi' which is a free WiFi service,
the authentication procedure is required. done. But once you are authenticated, you will be automatically
connected whenever you ride on the bus. Now, when I move a long distance, I can enjoy surfing the Internet
without worrying about data fare.

When the bus lane is introduced,
Is the bus going much faster?
●Jeju bus changed into the color of nature
The newly reorganized Jeju buses are divided
into four colors, all inspired by natural
materials that symbolize Jeju.
Red (express bus) - Jeju camellia
Yellow (circulation tour bus) - Jeju’s special
products, citrus
Green (branch line bus) - The mountains of
Jeju (Mt. Halla, Oreums)
Blue (main line bus) - Blue Sea of Jeju

A blue marked lane on the road. I learned that it is the bus lane at the school. Adults do not like as it may
cause traffic jam, but it is a welcome thing for students who use buses. The lane on which only buses can run
means that we will not be late for appointments even in the traffic jam as long as the bus lane works.
On a weekend, I had an appointment with my friends and it took me over one and half hours to get from
Samyang or Bonggae to Shinjeju. The traffic congestion is even serious during school start and end times
'Buses will be much faster if the bus lane system is settled?'
I really hope so. Many of my friends living in the suburbs of Jeju city such as Jocheon, Hamdeok and
Gimnyeong are also going to hagweons (private schools) in the Jeju city. There are many places to go to in
the city, for example, watching movies. Friends are also expecting less time to travel when the bus lane system
is settled. Also, if you use 'Cacao Map' to do a 'route search', it will be easy to make appointments with your
friends because you can expect the time to take to the appointment place (bus travel time + walking time).

Seogwipo travel map
900 KRW will be enough
I have traveled to Seogwipo with my friends as the middle school graduation trip. We moved on the bus
and I had a very uncomfortable memory. We met at Jeju Intercity Bus Terminal and moved to Seogwipo City.
We took a wrong bus and, after some hardships, we finally took a taxi. Because total bus fares seemed to
match the taxi cost as we had to take more buses. However, once the bus is reorganized, you can go to the
Seogwipo daily Oleh market from the Samhwa district in Jeju with only one tranfer. I can travel to Seogwipo
at 900 KWR. For us who are sensitive to pocket money, it is a good news that the bus fare is reduced though
● Membership not required

by small amount. In the past, the fare of the intercity bus was more expensive. Now it has changed to the

Free Wi-Fi service on the bus!

main line bus and the fare is fixed to 900 KRW. Of course, some of my friends complain that it is now harder

Select ‘JeJu Free Wi-Fi’ →
Enter nationality, gender, age, purpose of
visit →
Available immediately after authentication

to keep the school time. Bus interval adjustment is necessary. I hope that the bus system will continue to be
revised and complemented and a public transportation system will be well established which will allow us to
ride conveniently.
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Cheolwoo’s
way to work
that will be more
comfortable

Written and ・photographed by Lee Cheol-woo
Drawings by Han Ju-hyeok

Gift of 7 minutes
Morning is different
I am a 33 years old native of Jeju and work for a drug distribution company. I have been commuting by bus to
my company located in Ildo 2-dong from Yeongdong, Sinjeju for almost two years.
I departed for work at 7 o'clock in the morning. I took the No.26 bus at Eunnam-dong bus stop, moved 25
minutes and got off the bus at Inhwa elementary school bus stop. And I walked for work about 10 minute.
When I went home, I took No.26 bus too. It usually took an hour to get home.
But after the reorganization, Things changed a little bit. I take the No.335-1 bus at 07:42 in the morning. It
seems that more buses are operating during the morning, so I have secured 7 minutes as free time. Anyone in
the office would agree, but 7 minutes is not a small time in preparation for the morning commute. It is time
to enjoy one cup of warm morning coffee and one more kiss to a pretty daughter. When I come home, I take
the No.335-1 or 335-2 bus. In the case of the No.335-2 bus, the travel time has become shorter than before
because the route streamlined. I expect that it will be easier for me to commute when the bus-only roadside
lane is well established soon.
On the other hand, there were quite a few old buses before the reorganization, but the rear seats were
inconvenient to sit. Newly introduced buses have improved such inconvenience. Buses are now better
quantitatively and qualitatively. I am feeling little by little that the public transport reorganization is real .
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The success of public transportation reorganization
Depends on the use by office workers
I felt many things while I commuted by bus for two years. First of all, office workers in their 30s to 50s,
especially men, don't like to walk or wait. I heard a joke from my co-worker that it is because of march trauma
they got from the army. Whatever the reason is, even when they can ride the bus if they wait a little while,
but most of the workers choose to drive their cars. Almost all the people around me commute by car except
when their homes are clsoe to the company. I'm accustomed to using public transportation and I do not feel
uncomfortable. I am often told that "Is not it inconvenient? Buy a car. " Before the new public transportation
can be suncessful, I think that they have to try to make office workers in their 30s to 50s to use public
transportation.
I think the possibility is enough. If the public transportation is more convenient than before, they may use
the public transportation instead of car, due to the nature of the office workers who frequent night works
and dinners. Since they have problems such as parking problems, chauffeur service costs, etc. after having a
party or drinking, they might be encouraged to use public transportation. Also, if the late-night buses run till
midnight, I am sure that more office workers will use the public transportation as they can reduce the costs of
managing own cars or using taxis.
I think that this reorganization of public transportation system will bring a big change to our Jeju Island.
Because it is a big change in 30 years, many people will feel uncomfortable and raise complaints about it.
However, I hope that the citizens don't take this change as the last but the beginning for the development
and that the administrative staff will continue to correct the inconvenience. If they continue to promote, seek
understanding, and implement it in an efficient direction, will not the new public transportation system be
established quickly? I expect the public transportation to be strong feet for workers.

Bus to work opens the beginning of the day
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Grandma Park Sin-ja
Day of going to
market

Written・Photographed by
Park Gemma
Drawings by Han Ju-hyeok

There is faster one than
road signs?
The daily life of Park Sin-ja, aged 83, is as busy as the young generation. She is an ardent student of the
elderly college and a volunteer who is going to visit elderly people in the neighbourhood even when she is in
the age that needs care.
I had a surprise bus date with her, who praises the bus is as good as two legs of her own and said that this is
a convenient world compared with the past. Destination was the Dongmun traditional market. Park said that
she uses the bus to go to the market or the hospital feeling like going out. She set herself up as a guide for
the market, saying that she knows this area more than anyone else.
“The No.415 bus takes a long way around. When I go alone, there is no problem as it will take me to the
destination without transfer if I am just sitting, but the young person will be bored. Let’s go to the court and
transfer to the Dongmun market by a fast bus.
Thus we arrived at the court stop after walking for 10 minutes from the Donam-dong apartment. While I was
looking for a route guide screen at the stop, Park approached the bus driver and asked the destination and
route. Sometimes it seems that the experience coming out of age is quicker than young people 's smartphone
app. The bus driver responded kindly. The service training seems to be better than before. So we arrived at the
destination in just 10 minutes and looked around the market. Until we heard the complaints of the merchant
that the prices of vegetables had risen, her two legs kept moving and didn't take a rest.
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Faster than SNS
Information source, Gyungrodang (center for senior citizens)
On the other hand, Park said the best thing in this reorganization was the Jeju Traffic Welfare Card. She took
it out her pocket and showed it to me.
“The public health center or the resident center give the information on it. I went to the bank with other

It is for the weak and elderly of
the Jeju Island
Apply for Jeju Traffic Welfare
Card!
●What is Jeju Traffic Welfare Card?
Issued to
70 or above aged person who has a resident
registration address in the province,
Registered disabled person, person of national
merit
Card types

elderly people. They gave me this .
She was happy saying that the gyeongrodang people applied for it in a group as soon as they heard the news
that peope above 70 ca received the card. Park said gyeongrodang is a place where information is quicker
than social media that young people are using. She said if I need to monitor various policies in the province, I’d
better visit gyeongrodangs.
I wondered if she finds any inconvenience in the new bus system as the bus number changed from 2 digits to
3 digits and bus colors changed too.
People from the resident 's center came with a route table and a timetable to explain the route. We
sometimes use buses to go to the market or go to the hospital, so there is no problem as long as we

Debit / Credit card (with the post-paid
transportation card function)
Card function

remember the changed bus number we take at the nearest bus stop. But many young people who are busy

Bus fare exemption in Jeju Island
(except the express and airport limousine
buses)
* If you have Jeju Traffic Welfare Card, you can
get free bus!

Park, who has been out for the first time since the reorganization of public transportation, didn’t felt much

●How to apply for the card

may be uncomfortable until they are adapted, I guess.
inconvenience yet. According to her, young people can use apps to check routes, but for elders, it is quick and
accurate to ask the driver directly for the route until they get used to it.
Of course, it is not always uncomfortable for seniors to adapt to the reorganized public transportation system.
Even before the reorganization, it was difficult to get on and off at the stop due to very changeable weather

Application Locations

in Jeju. Now they need to cross the road to get to the bus stop and this can increase the inconvenience. I

All branches of Jeju Bank in the province
Required documents

believe that public transportation will become a real help for the people of Jeju, if the province keep listening

ID card, portrait shots, certificate of
qualifications
(Welfare card for the disabled, certificate of
national merit)
Card receipt

to opinions of Jeju residents in various generations about the use of public transportation, including Park, to
gradually reduce the inconvenience.

Receive it directly from the branch where you
apply for Received it by the registered mail to
your home

Park, who goes shopping on the bus after reorganization
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Traveling on the

circulation tour bus
in the middle mountain of
East Jeju

Written・photographed by Park Chi-wan

Drawings by Han Ju-hyeok

Half curious, half interested
Recently, there has been a lot of news that Jeju’s public transportation has been greatly changed. Especially,
many bus routes have been introduced. For example, the red express bus running to every corner of the Jeju
Island from the airport gives convenience to those who use the airport.
Among them, the new bus route that attracts my attention is the yellow bus which passes through tourist
destinations. Circulating through the tourist destinations and oreums in the middle mountain of Jeju
Island, this route allows you to travel quickly and conveniently at a very low cost. Particularly, for this
bus, a transportation tourist assistant with a domestic travel guide certificate gets on board and provides
information. So half curious and half interested, I went to take the bus.

Depart from Daecheon Transit Center
You can take the circulation tour bus the Daecheon Transit Center in the east or the Donggwang Transit
Center in the west. The bus leaves the transfer center, circulates through the destinations and come back to
the transfer center. I headed for the Daecheon Transit Center in the east, where there are many oreums and
great natural attractions. After the bus reorganization, an express bus is introduced that departs from the
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airport. It is the No.110 bus and the fastest route to Daecheon Transit Center. Next to the airport gate 1, there
is a bus stop with the sign saying ‘To Pyoseon, Seongsan, and Namwon'. There are two No.110 buses: 110-1
and 110-2. Both go to the Daecheon Transit Center but the routes are different. I take the No.110-1 bus to go
to Beonyeong Road.
Just after four stops, I arrive at Daecheon Transit Center. On one side, there is a resting space for tourist
assistants. The place is equipped with the phone charging device, a bus guide system, a chair with hot wire,
and a safety bell, though which is still under the test, to prepare for any emergency.

Together with a transportation sightseeing helper
Travel in Jeju
I decided to take the No.810 bus at Daecheon Transit Center and visit Songdang-ri Village, Yongnuni oreum
and bijarim. This bus does not allow transfer, so you have to pay every time you ride (1,150 KRW with the
traffic card). Finally the bus departs! The sightseeing assistant starts explaining. The assistant tells interesting
stories about tourist attractions in the course and answers passengers’ interesting questions about culture
and food in Jeju. Some passengers are couples. A middle-aged man says that he took this bus out of curiosity
and to know about the bus reorganization news. A middle-aged couple says that they wanted to feel driving
on the middle mountain roads and will get off after one circulation. It is not the mood that passengers look
out the window silently while the bus in running. The passengers have free conversations though they see
each other firs time. I felt like I am on a picnic. For your reference, when you get on and off the bus, the
sightseeing assistant asks you where you are going. If you prefer to ride on the opposite side, you will be
guided to the opposite stop. If you go to another area, you will be informed of the route and give you a lot of
help.

Scenes I encountered during my middle mountain trip
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In the middle mountain village
I meet the autumn of Jeju
The first place I get off is the village of Songdang-ri, Jeju's representative middle-mountain village. It is the
place where Songdang (Bonhyangdang) is located, which is the first god house of god houses in Jeju. The
goddess worshiped in Bonhyangdang is Geumbaekjo (Baekjutto). According to a myth, she was married to
another god ‘Sorosocheonguk’ and produced offspring. Thus her descendants spread to the villages of the
whole region of Jeju Island and settled as gods. On the day of my trip, one of four festivals of Songdang
village is being held. The festival (danggut) is held by the village community in a godly atmosphere. The
village people give out some cakes and fish to those who visits. So we alleviate our hunger for a while. After
returning to the transfer center, I walk around until the next bus time. I am impressed by the tranquility of the
town, as I walk slowly.
The next destination is ‘Yongnuni oreum.' I recommend you to go up an oreum in autumn, which is best for
walking trip. Especially, it is fun to see the horses on the way up the oreum. The Yongnuni oreum consists of
three peaks joined together, so viewing from the entrance, a smooth curve is continued. When you go up to
the top, you can see the oval crater in the middle and behind it, a picture-like landscape of Jeju is unfolded.
Even though you take a picture carelessly, you can get a piece of art work. Especially when the sun sets
on a sunny and clear day, you can see the world changing so beautiful, and once you see it, it will be an
unforgettable memory.
However, one thing that I'm sorry for is that too many people come and on one side of the road, the one of
the two access roads near the summit is closed. It is severely damaged and needs control for restoration. It
was a very painful moment. Even if it is restored, it will take a long time and this kind of thing will happen in
other places. It is time to make a constant effort to protect and preserve Jeju's nature before it's too late.
The last place I stop by is Bijarim. It is the place where the bija trees aged 500 to 800 years are growing. It
is the world's largest forest with a single species. This place allows admission till 5 o’clock in the afternoon,
so I recommend you to come early to take a look around the whole place. It is also a good idea to ask the
transportation sightseeing assistant or the driver for advice on sightseeing time scheduling. Bijarim is easy to
walk and look around, so it is a representative forest trail loved by everyone including the elderly and children.
Even on a rainy day, it creates a unique mood and you can enjoy walking regardless of the weather. You can
feel the aesthetics of slowness and get the energy to heal your body and mind, while walking the primeval
forest of Jeju.
In this way, Jeju Island may seem a bit strange and awkward, but it is a good place to feel the hidden charm
of Jeju. The circulation tour bus that departs from the Daecheon Transit Center in the east of Jeju will pass
through many natural attractions such as oreums. If you want to meet Jeju, which is a bit different from other
places, why don’t you take a picture of your life as well as making memories of your life trip riding on the
circulation tour bus?
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Let’s enjoy oreums
East Jeju course

810-1
To Geoseunsemi oreum from the transit center

810-2

Dongbaek Dongsan Wetland Center

Eodae oreum

To Geomun oreum fro the transit center

Geomun oreum - Sunheul 2-ri village - A fairy and a woodman -

Bijarim

Dunji oreum

Daecheon Transit Center - Jeju World Natural Heritage Center,
Albam oreum

Seonindong village- Daheeyeon - Albumbam oreum,

Deokcheonri Village

Dongbaek Dongsan Wetland Center Hanul Land - Eodae oreum - Deokcheonri Village -

Seonin-dong Village

Deokcheonri Village

Dalangshi oreum
entrance (North)

Maze Land

Dunji oreum - Maze Land - Bijarim - Dalangshi oreum entrance (North)
- Jeju Rail Bike - Yongnuni oreum - Dalangshi oreum entrance (South),

Songdangri Village

Sonji oreum - Songdangri Village - Abu Oreum - Geosonemi Oum,

Seonheul 2-ri Village

Andol Oreum, Batdol oreum, Min oreum - Daecheon Transit Center

Yongnuni oreum

Geosonemi Oum, Andol Oreum,
Batdol oreum, Min oreum

Jeju Rail Bike

Jeju World Natural Heritage Center,
Geomun oreum

810 Circulation tour bus

Dalangshi oreum entrance (South),
Sonji oreum

How to use
● Departing from airport
Daecheon Transit Center | take 110-1, 110-2, 120-1, or 120-2 bus at the airport

Abu Oreum

Bus fare (traffic card) | 3,000 to 3,500 KRW (zone-based fare system applied)
● Departing from harbor

810-2

810-1

Daecheon Transit Center

Daecheon Transit Center | take 465-1, or 465-2 bus to move to the terminal
Take 110-1, 110-2, 120-1, 120-2, 210-1, 210-2, 220-1, or 220-2 bus

Let’s enjoy culture and art
West Jeju Course

820-1
To Hello Kitty Island from Transfer center

820-2

Jeoji oreum

Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art, Kim Tschang-Yeul Museum, Jeoji Artist Village, Banglimwon

Jeju Myths and History Theme Park from Transfer center

Thinking Garden

Dongwang Transit Center - Myths and History Theme Park Jeju Aerospace Museum
Jeju Aerospace Hotel - Jeju Osulloc Tea Museum - Jeju Glass Castle

Cheongsu
Town Hall

Fantastic Forest Gotjawal Park

Hwansang Forest Gokjawal Park - Thinking Garden -

820-2

Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art, Kim Tschang-Yeul Museum,

Jeju Glass Castle

Jeoji Artist Village, Banglimwon

Jeju Aerospace Hotel
Myths and History
Theme Park

Jeoji oreum - Cheongsu Town Hall - Jeju Peace Museum - Sanjang Gotjawal Sinpyeongri Village

Dongchang Transit Center

Jeju Peace Museum

Jeju Osulloc Tea Museum

Gueok-ri Village - Norimae - Seokwang-ri Village - Soingook Theme Park -

Soingook Theme Park
Sanyang Gojawal
Norimae

820 Circulation tour bus
How to use
● Departing from airport

Hello Kitty Island

Jeju Aerospace Museum

Seogwangdong Village
World Automobile Jeju Museum - Hello Kitty Island - Donggwang Transit Center

820-1

Seogwangseori
Village

World Automobile
Jeju Museum
Seogwangdongri Village

Sinpyeongri Village

Gueokri Village

Daecheon Transit Center | take 150-1, 150-2, 181, or 182 bus at the airport
Bus fare (traffic card) | 3,500 KRW
● Departing from harbor
Daecheon Transit Center | take 465-1 or 465-2 bus to move to the terminal for transfer
Take 150-1, 150-2, 181, 182, 250-1, 250-2, 250-3, 250-4, or 282 bus
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Close view of the village

Seonheul-ri's Story

Ecology Report ‘The Roe Deer I met at ’ Seonheul GotjawalⓒAn Kyu-rim
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Where Nature
and People
Help Each Other
in an Organic
Common
Destiny

The Forest that Incubates the Town, the People that
Incubate the Forest
The thing that genuinely put Seonheul-ri on the map started for the first time in
the world in 2011 in Ramsar Town. Of course, it has been named a world nature
heritage town (2007), an ecologically outstanding town (2008), etc., but this
“World's first,” news has turned it into a must-see travel destination. The citizens
of Seonheul-ri, together with town mercenaries, protect and cultivate their way of
life by way of a thorough citizen style and uncommon level of pride and live their
lives in harmony with nature. Seonheul Gotjawal, where townsfolk would get their
trees and charcoal for their daily lives from lava tubes left over from the subsequent
explosion and lava flow of Geomun Orum, for the over 650 years of this town's

Seonheul-ri

history, it has been the duty of these citizens to preserve the large and small ponds
and marshes that have formed in the forest without causing them any harm. They
held round table talks dubbed “Citizen's Backyard” to discuss the town's hot topics

Written by Byungwook Hwang (Freelancer)

together and through their “Talks to find the town's symbol,” they fretted about
changes in the town. Along with the consensus of the townspeople, the Seonheul
“camellia garden plant book,” created by surveying camellia gardens here and
there during the span of a year was released for the first time this year. Without
doing a thing, without any thought of preservation, this self-disciplined defiance

Seonheul-ri, where, when it's summer

raised Seonheul-ri's status as an ecological tourist destination. Starting in 2014,

and fall, the green leaves make a show

the “Seonheul Camelia Garden Wetland Center,” operated in the town became the

and when the white snow flowers

outpost for all of these actions. With the opening of this place, people have devoted

bloom, the forest path seems to become

time to depart into the deep forest. If you walk the 5 km Sanheul Gotjawal trail, you

awash with red paint. In the Jeju dialect,

can see the camellia gardens that provided bountiful oil and charcoal to past citizens

“Heul” carries the meaning of deep

and, in early summer, in May or June, you can see the Meonmul Ggak wetlands and

forest, and if you attach the Seon (Virtue)

such covered in water lilies, a place where they took the words for, “Drinking water

character that we all know to the front

+ Ggak (a secluded place),” and stuck them together to mean, “The water that's

of it, you get, “The town of the deep and

hidden in a place a bit far from the town.” Among these, the Meonmul Wetlands,

good forest,” completing the meaning

which formed when water collected over a long period of time on the buried lava

for Seonheul-ri. This primeval forest

rock layer, are rare wetlands to see while in Jeju. If you book a day in advance, you

spreads out in the mountainous area

can get an explanation from a, “Town uncle,” about all of these tourist spots, which

east of Hallasan Mountain. Seonheul

will help you enjoy the experience more fully. On the other hand, Geomun Oreum

Gotjawal, the Camelia Gardens, Geomun

is Seonhel-ri's unique nature heritage site where you can experience a forest as

Oreum etc., carry both the titles of,

dense as those in the Amazon at a glance. Among Jeju's 368 volcanic cones, it's the

“First,” and, “Only,” and in Seonheul-ri,

only one to have enough eco-environmental worth to have been named a UNESCO

one can hear the breath of the ancient

world natural heritage site in 2007. It's also the birthplace of Yongam grotto and

earth.

about 20 of the grottos in Jeju. Natural wetlands, natural grottos, volcanic cones and
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such are so well preserved in their natural state in Jeju's mountainous region

also serve as unimpeachable living evidence of the April 3rd tragedy. As time

that Seonheul-ri is being called Jeju's Amazon.

has passed, these trees, known only to have burned, remain and represent
not only new life, but also the injustice and pain and the bravery of the town.

Covered with red flower petals, the pain of the April

Seonheul-ri is a place where both the pain of the April 3rd Incident and a

3rd Incident (Jeju Uprising).

natural heritage found nowhere else but Jeju are cultivated alongside one

Seonheul-ri cultivates a beautiful natural heritage, but at the same time, just

another. The citizens protect their town through a unity born form getting

like other towns, it maintains the painful memory and history of the April 3rd

through hardships together; they protect their people and they protect the

Incident. It is said that the camellia gardens, ablaze with red, became a sea

worth of their natural environment. It is said that, if anything, they have been

of fire, completely ablaze, during the April 3rd Incident as everything burned

strengthened by hardship and nature's green shade has become their place of

and because the first flowers that bloomed again afterwards were camellias,

refuge and they keep each other in their separate embraces.

that's how it got its name, “camellia gardens.” At the same time, this place

Unchanged from those that longed for tomorrow in the caves, the citizens of

was a natural hiding place. People fled to Panmot cave, Mokshimulmok cave,

Seonheul-ri have never stopped preparing for the below. In Seonheul-ri, at

Totteul cave and Penbaengdi Cave, among others in Seonheul-ri and held on

the Seonheul Branch School, celebrating 80 years of history, they run ecology

to the hope that they would be able to return to their town. However, even

games, school bands, science clubs and have children tour guides, etc., to

though the natural caves were said to be blocked, they weren't able to stop

develop children's hearts alongside nature, all to grow the next generation. Try

the manhunt expeditions. In order to remember this painful history, this story

to use the way Seonheul-ri cultivates the worth of today and tomorrow as an

was recorded on the April 3rd ruins of Nakseong-dong. Particularly, the nearby

example of the direction to take to improve this era.

Bulkannang (trees that caught fire) aren't just part of the town's history, they

An April 3rd Seongdam's Poknang (Hackberry tree) that has existed along with the almost 70 years of the town's history. © An Kyu-rim
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“One turn of Seonheul-ri village,” bicycle tour © Camelia Garden
Wetland Center

An ecological tour of the Camelia Gardens with an uncle from Seonheul-ri © Camelia Garden Wetland Center

Considered by the

Chuja-myeon
Udo-myeon

Jocheoneup

world as a natural

Aewol-eup

Jeju

Gujwa-eup

Seonheul-ri

Seongsan-eup

Hallim-eup

heritage town,

Hangyeongmyeon

Seonheul-ri
Who
lives there?

Andeokmyeon

Namwon-eup
Seogwipo

Daejeongeup

Seonheul 1-ri

358

Number of
households
Population
Men

Women

Come and
enjoy!
Seonheul-ri
Experience
program

Pyoseonmyeon

Seonheul 2-ri

398
371

289

Number of
households
Population
Men

310

Women

319

You absolutely
have to visit
Seonheul-ri's
attractions
Jeju's Amazon

The Camelia Gardens,

Bicycle tours and camping at the same time!

The Camelia garden tour

Let's go together
for a walk around town.

where an uncle from Seonheul
Seonheul-ri gives you Gotjawal
information

Explore and get to know about the scene of

Get to know the Camelia Garden

Meonmulggak

Getting named as a

Jeju's April

thorn bush via acorns

Wetlands,

UNESCO world natural

The place where the
years clang

in the town food
culture experience

located in the
Ramsar
Geomun Oreum
Wetlands

ablaze with red
flower petals in
the winter
heritage site
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마을 가까이
Close
view of보기
the village

함께 어울리기
1
Village
and people

The playground
of a 77 year old
youth

It seems that we have to think of the, “when I was a
kid,” story as an unchanging old-fashioned thing. Even
in any travel pamphlet, it's the living story of Jeju's
untouched towns. Byeongmoon Ko is the speaker
that shares this incorruptibly old-fashioned time with
travelers as if it were treasure. If you are able to
spare the time and energy, you will be able to journey

Byeongmoon Ko

from place to place within the story and travel to the

Seonheul-ri Ecological Tour Guide

Seonheul-ri from long ago.
Written by Arang Kim (Editorial Department)/Pictures by Kyurim Ahn
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I came to find that our house is pretty so I need to

The days were short if you went to play at the cape.

wholeheartedly share it with you.
His memories of times spent with childhood friends are also vivid.
“If it's that person, then it seems he will tell us many entertaining stories.

“In the past, when there weren't many people, we drank Bongcheon

This is because he's a person that was born and bred in Seonheul-ri and

water. The water was really deep. Because it came up to our bellybuttons

continues to protect the town. He's also very active in town activities.”

when we were kids. I learned how to swim there. We would catch frogs

It's possible to use the main characters who tell vivid stories about their

and dragonflies, and when we would go to the cape to eat the fruit on the

town in their interviews as a strong recommendation for the town, and

trees, the days would seem really short.” Meonmulggak Wetlands were

these were the words that the person in charge of the Seonheul office

also the most interesting of places to play when they were kids.

said to me. 77 this year. This so-called main character is Mr. Ko Byeong-

“While I was playing with my friends in the winter, we would build a house

mun, who laughed at the fact that he's got two lucky sevens. In reality,

out of rocks to catch birds. We would throw Chinaberries in the house,

this isn't a short amount of time, but, to Byeongmoon Ko, like other flower

but of course we wouldn't catch anything. It was just us playing around.

grandpas, this is as good a time as any to take a backpacking trip. People

We would also stay up all night playing on nights with a bright moon. We

related to Seonheul-ri positively recommend this and it would seem this is

would determine roles like this: the person with his hat on straight would

because, while they are seniors, they still maintain the vigor of youth.

be the general, those with their hat to the side would protect the general

“The term ecological tour guide has a grandiose feel to it and it sometimes

and those with their hat on backwards would try to catch the general. I

includes the role of explaining things to those that are participating in

don't know why that was so much fun at the time.” When he was a child,

ecotourism. We found our house to be pretty and one has no choice but

Mr. Ko would frolic in nature and run about here and there in the town,

to wholeheartedly share that house with others.” Mr. Ko isn't acting as

but there is another game that he plays to enjoy the town as much as ever,

an official ecological tour guide at this time in Seonheul-ri, but he lends a

and he is making a living through that work. Seonheul-ri's seniors over 60

hand to the busy tour guides and tells the story of this living town to the

in particular find great enjoyment out of making drawing books containing

Eco tourists through his unique way of talking. With a smile on his face, he

pictures that they, themselves have created, he says. “It's not like we have

says that while Seonheul-ri was selected as a Ramsar town, and due to the

some great talent for making excellent books. It's clumsy, but we write

influx of tourists, the once quiet town has become full of life. “Long ago,

words and draw pictures and find some happiness within ourselves. We

Seonheul-ri was a town for the Yangban. There were lecture halls called

also have exhibitions for these books and sometimes visitors will buy them

'Haesanje' where scholars that had participated in politics would retire and

from us. It's a bit embarrassing and bewildering.”

teach writing, as there wasn't anything else to do in a quiet forest town

He says that the citizens of the town consider Mr. Ko's drive and initiative

other than study. It was that kind of a sleepy town. However, saying that

to contribute more to the town than when he worked in his original job as

we have to globally protect the natural legacy of this place where we grew

a farmer from the time he was a youth. He is one that always rolls up his

up and played from the time we were children has created a sense of pride

sleeves and takes a lead when it comes to the town. He says that, because

that wasn't there before.” Mr. Ko is filled with stories of the town and if

it's a town with over 100 seniors over 80, he's still just a youngster.

you take a stroll through the town, you'll be inundated with his memories,

“Seonheul-ri was born during the time of the Japanese Empire and

such as the story of the time where there were many scops owls, or the

suffered the events of the April 3rd Incident and June 25th, so being

story of when the roe deer moved on because the trees were too big, or

stained with this pain, healing and moving on together forms the base of

memories of his times with friends. He even now treasures memories of

my life. I cross this ground and enjoy and live my life on days just like this

the Seonheul Branch school as vividly as if they were pictures.

where we can breathe easy with nature.”

“In 1953, while it was raised to the status of Seonheul Citizens National

Mr. Ko's face, while emphasizing, 'just like this,' looked to be truly at

School and when it was made to have 6 grade levels, it still had a slide

peace. Saying, 'Gotjawal is like a department store,” while giving ecology

that the town's citizens made by stacking rocks. In May, around the time

exposition is quite outrageous, however haven't novel expressions come

when the cherries were ripe on the King Japanese cherry trees, we would

from this kind of innocence and relaxation before? Mr. Ko Byeong-mun has

climb the slide to pick and eat the cherries. At that time, there was a large

made me curious to hear the stories of Seonheul-ri that he has yet to tell.

student population. Compared to other towns, it was a town that was
much more passionate about learning.”
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Close view of the village

Harye-ri’s Story

Tangerine farm filled with autumn glow ⓒHahyo Village Association
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Four seasons
Being dyed in
tangerine colors
A charming town

Tangerin village filled with festivale aromas all year long

Hahyo village

cold northwesterly winds in winter. With a climate warm enough to see almost

For residents of Hahyo village, the tangerine was such high-income crops that
people called it “University Tuition Trees” since a long time ago. That fact that it
was recognized as a wealthy village by tangerine farming in Jeju tells us “Hahyo
= tangerine” is also a companion by destiny. Among tangerines in Jeju, the
tangerines from Hahyo village are famous for its thin skin and high sugar
content. The village is located south of Mt. Halla and the mountain blocks the
no snow in the winter and advantageous environmental conditions filled with
forests, it is an ideal place for tangerine farming. Thanks to this, it still maintains

Written by Byungwook Hwang (Freelancer)

the same exceptional quality from when it was served to the King of the
Joseon Dynasty.
This place, which is as generous as its warm weather, enjoys sharing and
exchanging through various festivals with a theme of tangerine. Especially,
the Citrus Flower Festival held by the Hahyo village Women’s Association
is a representative event of the village. In Spring when the citrus flowers
are blooming, they offer a large variety of tangerine themed foods and
entertainments, such as a tangerine themed house, tangerine food, tangerine
processed food, and experiences. On the other hand, an event called
“Gyubitsro” using ‘unripe tangerines’, which as harvested in summer, was held
last August. Reflecting the seasonal characteristics, the tangerine festival was
held at the Seosokka Estuary and on the beach gifted its visitors a memory
of refreshing and cool summer. By October, the fragrance of tangerines being
ripened into a yellow color covers the village. In November, when the village
enters into late autumn, the entire village becomes busy with tangerine

This is a place where the entire village

harvest. At this time, you can even feel the determination in the look of the

is decorated by the fragrance of citrus

villagers going out to harvest tangerines with hats on their heads.

flowers in the spring, the sound of

In the late autumn when the tangerine harvest is at its peak, autumn tangerine

waves and scent of the sea in the

trip themed events are held in and around ‘Hahyo Tangerine Experience

summer, and the pleasant golden color

Center’ and ‘Seosokka Estuary Black Sand Beach’. Various experiences, such as

in the fall. This is Hahyo village that is

‘Making Tangerine Tart’, which melts sweetly in your mouth, using tangerines

also famous for Jeju Olle Trail No. 6 and

grown directly by residents and ‘Making Hallabong Candles’, which is shaped

the Seosokka Estuary with a mysterious

like Hallabong, are also very popular among lovers and families who visit.

look of the water. This a very attractive

Tasting the highest quality tangerines at the site of harvest while enjoying the

young village that is sophisticated while

fragrance of nature is the reason behind people visiting Hahyo again around

being untainted as if it lies somewhere

this time.

in between the city and the countryside.
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Amazing Scenery of Seosokka Estuary unfolded alongside

scenic beauty for the residents of Hahyo village. This place, which was formed

with Olle Trail No. 6

by fluvial erosion and the eruption of the lava, is considered to be one of the
best scenery and a hidden jewel of Seogwipo Chilsimni. It was named ‘crowd

If tangerines were the main source of income at Hahyo village, salt was

of cows’ due to its shape that looks like a lying cow and, as the name suggests,

another means of living from the Japanese colonial period until the 1960s.

has an odd and unique look. This place, which is where the water from Hyodon

When you walk into the coastal road connecting Hahyo village with ‘Seosokka

stream and the seawater meet and looks like a place where a hermit with

Estuary’, you can see the ‘salt ground’ located in the obscure area between

miraculous powers lives, is surrounded by the wonderful cliffs formed by the

large highlands of Hahyo-dong shores. This is the place where they used to

hardened lava, like a folding screen. In particular, the magnificent view of

make salt by boiling seawater. In the past, they used to make Korean traditional

Seosokka Estuary is completed by a dense pine forest and overwhelmingly

caldron by cutting a drum can in half and obtain salt by evaporating seawater

grown grass. Although it is not fancy, this place offers peace of mind, like being

with fire made with firewood. Now, as the area was developed and got

in the arms of the mother, to those who come and go.

connected to the Seosokka Estuary, it has changed into a port used by fishing

Tangerines and Seosokka Estuary as not the only masterpieces of Hahyo

boats and tourists who come for Olle, and only the stone sign indicating the

village. The cypress forest, which was formed by residents 40–50 years ago,

salt ground remains as its trace.

with a size of over 200,000 pyeong has been transformed into a dense forest

Just like how a new life is born where the tree dies and gets decayed, this

resource and is recognized as an exemplary case of village community projects.

place has been transformed into a popular walking spot for all residents and

It is the fruit in which the passion of the elders of the village in their youth has

visitors. Especially, the emerald colored Seosokka Estuary (Myeongseung No.

turned into a valuable resource for the village in the later years.

78), which can be encountered in the beginning part of Olle Trail No. 6, is the

I am looking forward to the future of Hahyo village that creatively establishes

place where the mystery of ancient times is preserved and is the best place of

new values while accepting the flow of change instead of being content in the
arms of the natural environment.

Deep blue water of Seosokka Estuary that creates mysteriousness © Gyu-Rim Ahn
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Tart making experience using the harvested tangerines © Hahyo Village

Enjoyed by visitors in all seasons, black sand beach at Seosokka Estuary © Hahyo Village Association

Association

The color of tangerine

Chuja-myeon
Udo-myeon

is surging Place of

Aewol-eup

Jeju

Jocheoneup

Seongsan-eup

Hallim-eup

festival for all seasons

Hangyeongmyeon

Hahyo village
Who is
Living here?

1,256

Number of
households

Population

남

여

Must Visit

1,573
1,496

명

Pyoseonmyeon

Seogwipo

Namwon-eup

Hahyo village

Come and enjoy!
Hahyo village
Experience
program
Stop by Seosokka Estuary and meet the amazing scenery of
Seogwipo

명

Mysterious scenery that looks like a place where
you could meet a hermit with miraculous powers

Hahyo

Seosokka Estuary

village

Jigwi-do, an uninhabited island, is in front of you!

attractions

Andeokmyeon

Daejeongeup

Gujwa-eup

Olle Trail No. 6
Fresh ans sweet five-sense experience center

Tangerine museum
Jeju Tangerine Picking Experience/Tangerine Road
Walk Experience/Jeju Tangerine Food Experience

Hahyo Port
Observatory
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Close view of the village

Village and people

Tangerine
perfume
spraying
Female

A new bride, who was delicate and beautiful

Mihyung Kim

endlessly spoke good things about it.

Head of Hahyo Village Women's Association
52

like a citrus flower when she was just
married and moved from Aewol to Hahyo
village, grew into the wife of the eldest son
of Hahyo village and a prudent housewife.
The fragrance of tangerine seemed to
be delicately spreading from her, whom
passionately introduced the village as she

Written by Byungwook Hwang (Freelancer)/Pictures by Gyurim Ahn

Reply, Hahyo village 1997

The revival of the village, the Women’s Association
‘works hard’!

It was 20 years ago when Mihyung Kim, the head of the Women’s
Association, made the first connection with Hahyo village. She said that,

However, the volleyball tournament, which was the festival of all residents,

although it is the same Jeju island, the previous residence, Aewol-eup, only

has gradually disappeared over time since around 2012 with the migration

had the blue ocean right next to it and it was difficult to see a tangerine.

of young people. At a certain point, the tangerine price has dropped and

Hahyo village at the time that she recalls left a deep impression on this

the greenhouse farming has begun with the government subsidy. As a

young Jeju woman.

result, a busy summer has started in Hahyo village, which used to be all

“Midsummer is the season when we have the most amount of work

about playing and relaxing during the summer time.

and have to stay busy. On land, you have to go out to the field, pick chili

Mihyung Kim, who has been watching the changing process of the village,

peppers, and draw water in rice fields. It is such a busy time where you

felt the need of new projects from the Women’s Association. In fact, the

lose track of time. However, I saw people in Hahyo village enjoying slow

passion of the Women’s Association played a big part here in Hahyo village

summers, gathered in houses and playing Hwatu. It was very surprising.”

since a long time ago, and the yellow building called ‘Hahyo Women’s

That was the summer scenery of Hahyo village before harvesting the

Association Rice Cake Shop” at the entrance of the village proves it. This

outdoor tangerines. The appearance of the residents, who looked as if

rice cake mill of Women’s Association was operated since the mid-1970s

they were proving its nickname called Tangerine Wealthy Village, unfolded

and the engraved phrase, “Seogei-eup Hahy-ri Agrarian Improvement

before Mihyung Kim’s eyes was interesting to her. The actual harvesting

Village,” evokes sentimental feelings. In the past, this was the income-

period of tangerines is for about two months from October to December.

generating place of the village, but it is also a place that coexisted with the

Hahyo village, which only harvested outdoor tangerines at the time, must

residents while preserving the history of Hahyo village.

have looked like heaven. However, the carefree time ends in October. When

During the transition period where Hahyo village changed while

the full-scale tangerine harvest season came around, the village changed

maintaining its true appearance, the Women’s Society, led by Mihyung

180 degrees.

Kim, won the hearts of the younger generation with homemade-style

“It was to a point that looking through every street in the village would

and unique tangerine recipes by planning and executing tangerine events

find you not even a shadow of a person or a single ant. During that time,

for tourists. In mid-September 2017, a hub center operated at the level

even going out just to the outskirts felt wrong. Most of the locals went out

of village enterprise will also be completed. It is a place where people

into the field and did nothing but harvest tangerines.”

can experience various things, such as making tangerine tarts, tangerine

In the village of Hahyo, where winter is hotter than summer, Mihyung Kim

rice cake, and Hallabong candle. The proceeds will be used for village

started her second Jeju life alongside with her marriage. She expressed

development and scholarship for students.

that she liked its vibe, which was cuter and more affectionate than any

“I want the village residents to live a relaxed life with love and interest for

other towns in Jeju. As she actively participated in village events and

the village while cooperating without worries in harmony, just like in the

festivals, she became assimilated with the residents. There was also a

past when we lived life because it was pleasant.”

volleyball tournament, which was a big festival of Hahyo village as well

Mihyung Kim says that although she has lived half of her life as a resident

as an event that was passed down since a long time ago. Volleyball was

of Hahyo village with a somewhat heavy title of the head of Women’s

important to the residents of Hahyo village to a point that people found

Association, she accepts it with a gratitude. It feels like the warmth of the

time even during a busy season to put down work and start practicing a

village can be felt from her.

week prior to the event. In particular, the role of women was important
during the volleyball tournament. The hands of Women’s Association were
over everything from preparing food to receiving outside guests and even
unseen areas with their devoted efforts.
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Taste of Jeju
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A hot bowl
of autumn
filled
with
the fragrance
of Jeju

Hairtail pumpkin soup
Myoga Ginger and
Soybean Paste Soup
Mackerel porridge
As if pushing away the remaining heat of
the summer, when the cool breeze starts
to blow, I am also reminded of a tasty
bowl of soup.
When busy, you can have a filling meal
with some rice and if you have time,
you can enjoy the taste of the soup.
It is truly a food that shines in any
situations.
This fall, I am very much glad to see
a bowl of soup that was made with
in-season ingredients and care.

Written by Editorial Department
Pictures by Gyurim Ahn
Place and food provided by Jisoon Kim
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Familiar, but unfamiliar
Taste of Autumn
Due to the old habit of eating multi-grain rice, such as barley rice and
millet rice mixed with sweet potatoes and beans, a soup was essential
for the meal of Jeju people. Fresh produce, sometimes from the ground
below eaves and sometimes from the vast seas surrounding the island, has
completed the unique and folksy soup culture of Jeju. Their soup, which is
enjoyed by minimizing the number of spices and emphasizing the natural
flavor of the ingredients, shows its true qualities in cold seasons.
Among them, you have to taste the perfect chemistry of hairtail and the
pumpkin that is ripened into its yellow color in the fall. In the outskirts,
people scrape the scale of the hairtail and cook them. However, people boil
them without touching the silver scale in Jeju. The taste of soup coming from
the hairtail does not fall short of other hangover soups. Usually, people
use hairtails after preparing them and cutting them into pieces. However,
it is also worth noting that you can bring out a deeper taste if you make
the broth with the head and the tail. If you add some fresh cabbage and
pumpkin here, it becomes very tasty. In particular, pumpkin and cabbage
complement the vitamins that are lacking in hairtails and works perfectly
together for a healthy eating. Depending on your preference, you can also
put some Chungyang chili peppers into the soup by cutting them into
pieces and enjoy the spicy taste.
If there is the hairtail for the autumn seafood ingredient, the myoga ginger
is also in season. Myoga ginger, which is called Yang-ha or Yang-ae in Jeju,
might be a somewhat unfamiliar ingredient to people outside of Jeju, but it
has been widely used in Jeju since a long time ago for a variety of recipes,
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Elegant flavor of simple ingredients

such as making soup or seasoning it with bean sprouts. It was originally

Unless there was a special occasion at home or in the village, the Jeju

planted under the eaves of the house and prevented rainwater from slicing

people rarely cooked meat for their normal meals at home. This is also the

the ground and was also enjoyed as a vegetable. When it came out in the

reason why they have fewer types of soups that use meat as its ingredient

Spring, people also made soup out of it. From early September to early

than they do on land. Even those very few soups are largely categorized

October, people take the bud before the flower blooms and use it as an

into soybean paste soup and fish soup.

ingredient for soybean paste soup. It unique spicy flavor enhances the
taste. At Chuseok, people make Korean shish kebab or seasons vegetables

They also use ingredients that are always readily available nearby. Cabbage

with myoga ginger and use them for the memorial ceremony. On the other

soup is popular in the fall. Since it is always harvested from the vegetable

hand, they do not use garlic for soybean paste soup. It is because the

garden, it is a vegetable that is as familiar as kimchi and an ingredient

unique fragrance is masked by strong garlic smell. Instead, the anchovy

used often in seasoned vegetables and soups. Its soft sweetness and

broth goes well with myoga ginger. The harvesting period for myoga ginger

refreshing flavor go well with any ingredients and it is enjoyed throughout

is short, so you can store them in the freezer. However, leaving them there

all seasons.

for a long time can change their flavor and smell, so it is ideal to enjoy
them as pickled vegetables.

There are not a lot of regions with such developed fish soups as Jeju.
recipes for soups, like the one with blue colored fish and the one that uses

In addition to the hot soup, there is a dish full of the autumn flavor of Jeju.

both fish and seaweed together, are not used in the other areas, but they

It is the mackerel porridge that evokes a soft nostalgia to the people of

deal with the fishy smell head-on. Instead of removing the fishy smell with

Jeju. Mackerel porridge, which used to be called the ‘soul food’ of the Jeju

various kinds of spices, they minimize seasoning and utilizes 100% of the

people a long time ago, is in season during autumn when the fat content

fish’s own taste. They have a know-how to elegantly treat the fishy smell

of mackerels goes up to 15%. Although some people are reluctant to

as a part of the flavor. Of course, this taste cannot be mimicked with cheap

distinctive smell of the fish, you can enjoy it without the smell by soaking

imported fish. The freshness of the fish caught in the sea of Jeju completes

it in vinegar water. Therefore, when you eat the mackerel porridge, it is

the authentic taste of the soup.

necessary to use a pottery bowl instead of a general ceramic bowl. It is
because of the characteristics of the container that prevents food from
getting cold quickly. Thanks to that, you can enjoy the Jeju people’s taste,
which is rough and simple, in its entirety.
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Let’s make together.
A hot bowl of soup taught by Jisoon Kim, an expert of Jeju local dish

Hairtail pumpkin soup
Ingredients

300 g of hairtail, 200 g of pumpkin (with shell), 100 g of winter plowed cabbage
1 Cheongyang chili peppers, 1/2 red pepper, 1 green onion
Seasoning

1 tablespoon of chopped garlic, 1 tablespoon of cheongjang, some salt and
pepper
How to cook

① Prepare the pumpkin by peeling the skin and cutting it to an appropriate size
② Wash the winter plowed cabbage cleanly and tear it with hands in a size
appropriate for eating
③ Cut the Cheongyang chili pepper and red pepper diagonally and cut about
3cm of green onion
④ Remove the fins of the hairtail while the silver scales are still intact, take out
the guts and cut it into large pieces
⑤ Put the hairtail into boiling water and when it boils again,
Put in the pumpkin, cabbage, cheongyang chili pepper, and red pepper and let it
boil some more Then, season it with Cheongjang, salt, and pepper, turn off the
fire, and put green onion in
*You can also use the broth made with the head and the tail of hairtail
.

How to cook hairtail pumpkin soup
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Myoga Ginger and Soybean Paste Soup
Ingredients

80 g of myoga ginger, 8 anchovies
Seasoning

2 tablespoons of soybean paste
How to cook

① Roast the anchovies on a pan, put it in a pot, pour water and make a broth
② Prepare the myoga ginger by peeling off the skin and slicing it thinly
③ Put the anchovy broth in a pot and put in the soybean paste
When boiled, put in the myoga ginger and boil

Mackerel porridge
Ingredients

1 mackerel, 2 cups of rice soaked in water, 30 g of chives, 12 cups of water
Seasoning

5 cups of water, 1/4 cup of vinegar, 1 tablespoon of sesame oil, some salt and pepper
How to cook

① Gut the mackerel and wash. By mixing 5 cups of water and 1/2 cup of vinegar
in a bowl, Make vinegar water. Then, put in the prepared mackerel for about two
hours, take it out, and wash it.
② Put a little salt in the water, put it the prepared mackerel, and cook
Separate the bone and strain the broth through a sieve.
③ Soak the rice in water for about two hours, remove the water, and fry it with
sesame oil Then, put in the mackerel broth and boil. When the rice begins to
spread, Put in the prepared mackerel, boil, and season it with salt and pepper.
④ Put the mackerel porridge into a bowl and place the sliced chives.
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Jeju dialect and the sound of Jeju

You will learn ternder words and sentences of Jeju language through tradional Jeju songs and
work songs as well as underlying meanings in it from 'Jeju dialect and the sound of Jeju.'

The sound of 'milstone'
Written by Soonja Kim (Director of Jeju Dialect Institute)

이녀 이녀 이녀도 허랑
   를저녁 밀 닷말    난
주웍상웨 다섯을 주난
씨아바님 둘 드려 두곡
씨어머님 둘 드려 두곡
임광 나는     착썩이여
이녀    레 지남석    레
(이녀 이녀 이녀도 허랑
하룻저녁 밀 닷 말 가니까
‘주웍상웨’ 다섯을 주니까
시아버님 둘 드려 두고
시어머님 둘 드려 두고
임과 나는 한 쪽씩이다
이녀 맷돌 ‘지남석맷돌’)

Copyrights Kim Kyungsung
Original Kim Kyungsung
Year 2003
Materials Centre for Jeju Studies archives
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If you scan a QR code,
you can listen to the labor song 440 'The sound of
millstone' directly from
'Oral materials' of
Jejustudies Archives.

"The sound of 'Gare'" is the sound when you put the

the rhythm when singing 'millstone song.' In other songs,

grain in the millstone and grind it. 'le' means 'millstone'

the expression is slightly changed as 'i-yeo i-yeo i-nyeodo

in Jeju dialect and there was a time when millstones

lang (heolang).

were not common, so people living in Jeju used them in
each household to peel grain or crush rice to make rice

The words ' leuljeonyeok' and ' nan' mean 'one evening'

or porridge. For this reason, there are many work songs

and 'are you leaving?' respectively. 'Juwoksangwhe' is

about millstones. As most women used millstones, the lyrics

steamed rice-cake (it is made of

usually embrace joys and sorrows.

and 'kiju' (for fermentation) and shaped it with hands.

steamed wheat flour

In some regions, it is called 'Juwoksammhe.' The words
"i-nyeo i-nyeo i-nyeodo heorang

'ssi-abanim' and 'ssi-eomeoni' refer to 'father-in-law' and
'mother-in-law' accordingly in Jeju dialect.

'imgwang'

The song above was sung by Kim Kyeong-Sung (1929-

means 'with im,' and 'im' refers to 'husband.' '

2009) and the title is "The sound of 'le'." The lyrics are

means 'one side' so, in the poem, it is a half piece of

well depicted in toughness and poor living of women

'Juwoksangwhe.' 'banchak' actually means 'half peice'

who always have to use millstones. They grind five mals

in Jeju dialect.

(1 mal is around 18 litres) a day but only paid five of

'Jinamseok' and 'le,' and it is a big millstone which stuck on

'Juwoksangwhe.' Among the five, two go to father-in-laws

the top and bottom like 'Jinamseok' or 'Jinamcheol' which

and another two go to mother-in-laws then there's only one

is also referred to as a magnet.

left. How sad situation it is that a woman has to share last

"The sound of 'le'" is a work song that Jeju women sang

'Juwoksangwhe' with her husband and takes only a half of

while they were using millstone. A single woman can use a

it. Their impoverishment does not finish here. The 'le' they

small millstone but two women need to work together and

have to use is 'Jinamseok le' which cannot be turned easily

face each other when using a big one. The small millstone

because it is stuck on the top and bottom of the millstone

and big millstone are called 'Jeong le (pul millstone)' and

like a magnet. They feel regretful they can do nothing

'Maat le' respectively. In general, a mother-in-law and a

but grinding for the sake of lives of their families.

This

daughter-in-law work together and start singing by saying

kind of poverty is sublimated by Jeju women by likening it

'i-nyeo i-nyeo i-nyeodo heolang' and the daughter-in-law

to 'Juwoksangwhe' and 'Jinamseok.' It means the power

regrets her tough and harsh life working for her family and

of Jeju women.

sublimates her situation by singing this song. The 'le' used

i-nyeo i-nyeo i-nyeodo heolang' is an

expression to entertain people and it usually comes before

chak'

'Jinamseok le' is a combined word of

to grind soaked rice is 'pul le (pulmae).'

lyrics. It has no specific meaning but has a role to balance
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Record of landscape

An affectionate local market is
ready to welcome Chuseok also
known as Hangawi.

A crowded local market before holiday. In the vicinity of the Red Cross Bldg., 1972. Copyright ⓒ Seo Jae-Cheol. All right reserved.

On August 1st of the lunar calendar, there are various goods and food are poured into a local market. It seems
that Chuseok has already come. When a 5-Day Market is held, exciting festivals are also held. Jeju 5-Day
Market starts from Gwandeokjeong square and spreads out several places such as in front of a meteological
station, Top-dong, civic center, Seraro intersection, in the vicinity of Red Cross Bldg., Aehyang stadium, Namnyeong high school, southern Sarabong, and near Seo-middle school. Nowadays, the market is held in different
places on different days. Even though it is not the day for a special market, there are still other local markets
available with accessibility and convenience so they are popular among the residents and tourists.
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Dongmun market with abundant fruits harvested in fall Copyright ⓒ Seo Jae-Cheol. All rights reserved.

Jaechul Seo
Seo Jae-Cheol had served as a head of photo department
for Jeju Newspaper and a chief editor for Jemin Ilbo.
Currently, he works as an artist and is running a 'Photo
Gallery IMAGES OF NATURE' as well.
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Walking the Culture Street

Sensual
holiday
Into
Autumn

Kim ChangMi Museum of Art 1st

● Period 2017.09.20(Wed)–11.19(Sun)

year Jubilee Special Exhibition

● Location Jeju Culture Park Exhibition Hall 1–5
● Inquiry +82 647107730

Reflections on a water drop
The artist’s life and suffering
The special exhibition for the first year jubilee in

Chinese Korean Friendship 25

the Jejudo sponsored Kim ChangMi Museum of

years Jubilee Commemoration

art opens. The exhibition “Waterdrop Painter”

exchange

focuses on the works of painter Kim ChangMi

Let’s you feel the

created between 1970 and 1980. It will be a

World Heritage Jeju

Silent breeze

good opportunity to grasp and understand the

East Asian Modern Art Exhibition

And the und of fallen

depth of 50 years of creativity.

leaves.

● Period 2017.09.01.(Fri)– 2018.02.18(Sun)

Autumn deepens

● Location Kim ChangMi Museum of Art 1 Exhibition Hall

With rich cultural

● inquiry +82 647104140

events

To celebrate the 10th anniversary of Jeju
being recognized as World Heritage and the
25th anniversary of the Chinese friendship
declaration, a great cooperative exhibition
featuring great Chinese and Korean artists will
be held. In this Exhibition 15 Great works of the
12 of the most prominent Korean and Chinese
artists will be exhibited.
● Period 2017.09.27(Wed)–10.30(Sat)
● Location Jeju World Nature Heritage Centre Planning Hall
● Inquiry +82 647108980

Music Theater

Legendary Tombs, the Oreum of

The accordion sound of hurtful history

Jeju Taegil Kang Photo Exhibition

Healing and consolation

Circles in the nature of Jeju
The 30 best Oreum Photos
A world of art opens, that started 1986, when

A one man accordion show will be on stage,
featuring the stories of mother of 4.3. In a flood
of Electronic Beats the accordion will paint the
stories of 4.3.

the nature of Jeju has been captured by Taegil
Kang’s camera. 30 works of circles in nature
are being presented. Before the wonder of
nature will be forever lost to progress and
reforestation.
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● Period 2017.10.11(Wed)–10.21(Sat)
● Location Senior Union Hall
● Inquiry +82 1026917596

Ko YeHyeon Exhibition
On Canvas
Light and wing of Jeju

Individual Exhibition Seungsoo Lee

● Period 2017.10.26(Thu)–10.29(Sun)

“Remaining Objects”

● Location Jeju City Gwandeok Road Hotel Road 4 Places
● Inquiry +82 647027022

Leftover or thrown objects
Traces of destruction

We show the works of painter Ko Yehyeon, who
represented the sea and sky of Jeju so vivid,

The individual exhibition of Seungsoo Lee

that you can feel the light and wind on your

“Remaining Ojects” will be held in cultural

skin. The exhibition will be featured alongside a

space. The artist is focused on the indiscriminate

workshop “I’m also a painter” guided by guest

development and the vanishing of nature. In

artists.

order to achieve this the artist get out of the

● Period 2017.10.13(Fri)–10.31(Tue)

space, where he created an abstract work made

● Location Seolmun University Women Culture Centre

from metal and Jeju stone, bringing in lost

● Inquiry +82 647104246

objects to create an installation.

Mandeok Kim

● Period 2017.10.21(Sat)–12.30(Sat)

Together with Mandeok Kim

● Location Culture Space Young

Original Musical

● Inquiry +82 647552018

A musical about the hero of Jeju, Mandeok
Kim, who donated 450 tons of rice to save the
population from hunger.
● Period 2017.10.27(Fri)–10.29(Sun)
● Location Seolmun University Women Culture Centre
● Inquiry +82 647104242

The Photos of Jeju by Ko YeongIl
and Ko KyeongDae 1960–2017
From one end of the island
To the other

Jeju 2017 Art Fair worship of
Looking at Jeju in similar but different ways. The
father of Kyeongdae, Ko YeongIl took pictures
40 years ago between 1960 and 1980. The
exhibition compares the angles of father and
son. Similar angles yet different. The exhibition
will be held in Seoul at Gallery Bureson in
Chungmuro.
● Period 2017.10.14(Sat)–11.13(Tue)
● Location Jeju City Chilseong Youth Culture Cafe

spaces-Artists and Hotels
On the road of hotels
Veteran and Young artist festival
In the exhibition “worship of spaces-Artists
and Hotels” we can explore with the artists the
meaning of location in the Saemul Hotel street.
7 artists and 30 young artists join hands in this
effort.

● Inquiry +82 647232625
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Jeju Festivals

Enjoy!
Period of festivals
Autumn

The real holiday season
starts now
Far from hot summer
filled to the brim with
style, taste and fun
The festivals of Jeju unfold.

Autumn
Style
Jeju Roundway Walking Festival
10 year Jubilee
Walk the way of life
Also this year there is a wandering event all around the Jeju round way. You can enjoy food and entertainment on

●Period 2017.11.3(Fri)–11.04(Sat)

some the courses. This year it will be course 3 and 4. We celebrate the history of walking in Korea and the 10th

●Location Jeju roundway courses 3, 4

anniversary of the Jeju roundway. The number of people who walked on the round way has now reached more

●Inquiry +82 647622190

than 7million. That means every 7th person in Korea has walked there. 26 different courses leading through 107
villages opened the rad towards a new traveling paradigm. Instead of following a determined raid you can follow
your heart and witness a real travel. The walking festival will be a fest for young and old. We will be look back
how the last 10 years past anad also we will look into the future of the roundway. Who knows, maybe a travel at
the peak of autumn in November might change your life.
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Taste of
Autumn
Jeju Mandarin Fair
Turkey, altogether 10 countries
Mandarin Product Exhibition
The last mandarin flower walk in May brought people from Jeju and visitors a like to
this exhibition. This time mandarin products from Turkey, Spain and 10 other countries
will be presented during this fair. In a continuous exhibition you will be able to view
the past, present and future of the mandarins of Jeju.

●Period 2017.11.08(Wed)–11.12(Sun)
●Location Seogwipo Agricultural Centre
●Inquiry +82 647103091–5

Jeju Halibut Festival
Jeju Halibut
Cuisine and Food show
Also this year the Jeju Halibut festival will celebrate the freaky deliciousness and
versatile cuisine of the local halibut. Jeju Halibut was selected as special product
and is being exported since 2005 to the US, Japan and 10 other countries. The high
demand promises a high potential for growth in this sector also in the future. The
excellence of Jeju Halibut is being celebrated with a varied program consisting of
areas to taste, entertainment, experience zones and so on.

●Period 2017.10.28(Sat)–10.29(Sun)
●Location Jeju City Citizen Welfare Town Square
●Inquiry +82 647276106

Yellow Fin Festival
Fitting Season for Yellow Fin
Diverse Food Banquet
The representative event in Jeju is the yellow take festival. It’s the regions most
important seafood event. This event attracts every year 150,000–200,000 people. The
event has a varied program for its visitors consisting of tasting, fishing, auction and
catching yellow tail by hand.

●Period 2017.11.30(Thu)–12.03(Sun)
●Location Jeju City Moseul Pohang
●Inquiry +82 647948032
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Jeju Festivals

Autumn
Fun
Tamra Culture Fest
Like encountering the first love
Encounter Jeju
The highlight of festivals in Jeju is the Tamra Festival with a history dating back more
than 50 years. The festivals objective is to present and show the culture of Jeju to its
visitors. The program consists of a parade, presentation of Jeju language, language
quiz and ethnic on stage events.

●Period 2017.09.20(Wed)–09.24(Sun)
●Location Jeju City Tamra Culture Square
●Inquiry +82 647103417

Seogwipo Chilsipri Festival
Experience
The love and dream of autumn
The Seogwipo Chilsipli Festival from September to October allows its visitors to feel
the real Jeju. A broad spectrum of culture events and experiences makes you feel the
beauty and mystery of the island.

●Period 2017.09.29(Fri)–10.01(Sun)
●Location Seogwipo City Jaguri Park and Chilsibli Special
Food Road
●Inquiry +82 647603946

Chilseonnyeo Festival
Dancing Heavenly Beings
Cheonjeyeon Waterfalls
The event had been suspended for several years, but was revived very recently.
Following the legend of heavenly beings coming to wash their bodies in river waters,
the event will be held at the Cheonjeyeon waterfall. All events will revolve about
heavenly beings coming to earth to bath and to return to heaven in the end. The core
of the event will be singing, dancing and rituals.
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●Period 2017.10.13(Fri)–10.15(Sun)
●Location Seogwipo City Cheonjeyeon Waterfalls
●Inquiry +82 647380286

Deoksuri Traditional Folk Festival
As one family
Let’s enjoy traditional culture experience
In this Culture Festival you can explore the traditional songs, that were sung while the
heavy milling stones were rolled into the villages from the quarry. This song art is a
immaterial Heritage which is lost slowly. This festival aimed at protecting this art and
keeping the unique song culture alive.

●Period 2017.10.14(Sat)–10.15(Sun)
●Location Seogwipo City Deoksuri Folk Theater
●Inquiry +82 647604315

Jeongeuigoeul Traditional Culture Festival
Exciting
Folk Culture Games
This festival being staged at the Seong Eup culture village every year in October, let’s
you dive into traditional wedding ceremonies, dances, house building, culture events
and so on. The variety of Jeju culture presented at the festival will surprise you.

●Period 2017.10.21(Sa)–10.22(Sun)
●Location Seogwipo City Seongeup Folk Village Nammun
Square
●Inquiry +82 647602486

Spouse Festival
Legend and
Lovers meet
The pond in a forest near to Seogwipo is the area for spouses. The Jeju legend has
it, that 3 gods and 3 princesses married in the pond. The event is for couples, fiancés
and married people. All events will revolve about marriage. The program ranges from
singing contests to international marriage customs.

●Period 2017.10.21(Sa)–10.22(Sun)
●Location Seogwipo Honinji
●Inquiry +82 647604273
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Today in Jeju

Good growth engine
Jeju social economy today
Articles and data, Jangwoo Kang (Director of Jeju Social Economic Support Center)

As one of the ways to overcome economic polarization
and inequality, the social economy that has led to small
but vital changes in the community has begun to garner
attention. Efforts are being acknowledged towards a social
economy that has pursued social values and purposes,
such as the warm jobs everyone seeks, the welfare of
eliminating discrimination and exclusion, revitalizing local
culture, preserving the environment, and restoring the
living communities. Social enterprises, cooperatives, village
enterprises, and self-help enterprises are iconic social
economic organizations.

1

Social economy
Organization

314

number

2017

49 number
2011
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Explosive increase in social economic organization in Jeju over the last 10 years
As of this year, 10 years will have passed since the enactment of the Social Enterprise Promotion Act, and 5 years have
passed since the Framework Act on Cooperatives came into effect. In the meantime, the social economy sector in Jeju
has been increasing in proportion to the local economy through quantitative growth, and it has contributed to the job
creation and social service provisions, especially for the vulnerable. Potential social and economic similar organizations
in the region explosively increased as the new social policies such as the regional balanced power generation project,
the urban regeneration project, the 6th industry support project were promoted.
Over the past decade, more than 300 social economic enterprises have been created in Jeju, staffed with nearly 2,000
employees. The sector has grown to become a major employer and living base in our region.

2

Social Economy
by Type in the
Province

173

number

Cooperatives

65 number
Social enterprises

31 number
Village enterprises

21 number
Self-help enterprises
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Diversity of the social economy operating together for 'everyone'
Compared to the relatively short period of time, the recent recognition and realization of atmosphere is truly amazing.
People easily lost focus in the media and social media, but have also increased their understanding of the challenges of
social economy. There have been more and more working places for female created, and answers to regional problems
are being found. Young people who turn their hands to say that they are willing to help begin to show one by one.
Some upstanding progressive party activists take off as a cooperative workers, and some of the senior IT executives are
turned into social entrepreneurs. Not to say at least, community businesses that involve almost everyone in the region
are created.

3

Social Economic Public
Purchasing Performance
by Year

1 top

Nationwide

2016 year
Social enterprise purchase
performance and
Purchase Rate

4.9 명
2015년

5.0 명
2014년
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Employment-oriented' new growth power in the spotlight
A social economy centered on social enterprises and cooperatives is emerging as an alternative to the need for 'new
employment' in which the negligence of growth is directly linked to jobs and income.
The International Labor Organization (ILO) has also stated that 'the social economy creates good jobs, especially as
an effective path to pioneering the jobs needed to build social safety nets and to promote social justice and social
inclusion'.
Jeju Special Self-Governing Province emphasizes inclusive growth in Jeju's value and permeates the effects of economic
growth into citizens of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province and cites the social economy as a new power and
alternative to creating good jobs.

4

Social economy
Employment contribution
rate

0.89 %
Korea

11.6 %
Sweden
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5

Jeju social
indicators

600

number

2020 Social Economic Growth

29%
2020 Social economic portion

Policy roadmap for social economic activation
In spite of the fact that the social economy is the foundation of jobs and the foundation of sustainable growth, it is not often that people recognize the
importance of social economy in everyday life. It is hard to say that the social economy occupies a lofty position in our country. Although the economy
has been steadily growing for the past 10 years, the share of the social economy in total economic activity in Jeju is 3.68% compared to 10% in the EU
and 0.82% in employment compared to 6.5% in the European Union. The economic growth rate is 0.53% and the employment contribution is 0.45%.
In addition, except for some successful models, the Jeju community economic organization is predominantly negative in terms of sustainability due to its
small size, dependence on administrative and financial support, and lack of management strategies. Moreover, tough homework is needed to be dealt
with. Above all, there is a lack of a strategic approach to job creation along with social economic activation that fits Jeju's characteristics and conditions,
and there is still no comprehensive and systematic policy road map. Therefore, the government should hurry to establish regional social economic activation
and job creation strategies.
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Local innovation, social integration, social economic role expected to lead
The most urgent task facing the social economic sector in Jeju is to move away from the operational mode that depends on the support of the government
or the local government, and to develop self-sustenance along with social value realization and a support system. In addition, in order for Jeju's social
economy to grow to a meaningful reality, it is necessary to strengthen its social and economic supply ecosystem capabilities, such as fostering innovative
talent, building a friendly market and financial structure, and building networks of solidarity and cooperation. At the same time, it is necessary to establish
an opportunity to propel regional innovation and social integration together with the opportunity to grow the social economic organization including the
social enterprises and cooperatives by deriving business performance while possessing a sense of the residents' lives and the social ripple effect.
New power of inclusive growth, social economy. As a community solution that effectively solves rapidly changing social problems in Jeju, we expect it to
serve as a supplier that provides jobs and social services simultaneously at the local level and, above all, plays a role for facilitating the social economy to
act as a healthy driving force for the development of endogenous regions.
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Jeju now

offers a
cultural space,

Jeju Dreambadang Children's
Library', which was opened by
the Governor of Jeju Provincial
Government,
via a children's library and book care in October

The former Jeju Provincial Governor helped transformed this into a space for all citizens. The provincial public
office (near Jeju's Yeono-ro) will be fully open from October. The Jeju Island Mission, which was completed in
late 1984, was nicknamed the “Cheongwadae Provincial Office” by the president as the host.
The regional offices are composed of main building, annex building, and management room. The annex was
transformed into the Jeju Self-directed Learning Center in December of last year, and various programs such as
self-directed learning, creativity, personality, career progression, and future talent training of elementary, junior
high and high school students are held here.
On the other hand, the main building has opened a 'children's specialty library' and the management room
is being opened up as a 'book cafe' in October. There are reading room, program room, multipurpose room
in the children's library, and study room and rest area in the book cafe. Once the children's library is opened
after the self-directed learning center, approximately 15,140 ㎡ of the Dojisa Mission Hall will be available to
anyone for over 30 years.
Prior to opening the Children's Library, the library was named the “Dreambadang Library” as a testament to its
remarkable work. Dreambadang is a sea of dreams, symbolizing the infinite potential of children.
In the future, the children's library will become a space where dreams and hopes grow. In addition to reading,
Jeju is planning to operate it as a specialized library that develops the identity of Jeju people through diverse
programs such as nature, culture, and history of Jeju.

Former Governor's Office ⓒ Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
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Culture trip

PGA Tourofficial competition
'THE CJ CUP@ NINE BRIDGES'
Held
Expected to promote the Jeju brand in 227 countries around the world
Korea's first PGA TOUR official tournament will be held in Jeju in October. It will be an international sporting
event sponsored by global corporations and will be able to effectively promote the nature and culture of Jeju,
a global resort island, to 1 billion viewers in 227 countries around the world.
In particular, this tournament is a good opportunity to see the players of the world, with the first lineup
featuring PGA Championship winner Justin Thomas (USA), Jason Day (Australia), Masters champion Adam
Scott (Australia), Players Championship winner Siwoo Kim (Korea), 8th rank in FedExCup points, Paul Casey
(UK), and Scottish Open champion Rafael Cabrera-Bello (Spain). In addition, a total of 78 athletes, including
60 top players and Korean and Asian tourists, will compete for a total prize of $9.25 million.
So far, PGA TOUR has helped induce economic stimulation of tourism and accommodation along with media
exposure and advertising effects. As a result, the economic impact from accommodation to food and shopping
will reach 200 billion won.

THE CJ CUP@ NINE BRIDGES
●Period 2017.10.19(Thu)–10.22(Sun)
●Place Jeju Nine Bridges
●Competition method 72 Hall Stroke Play
(4Round/No cut)
●Participants Total 78
(FedEx Cup Top 60 Top Rankers,
Korean and Asian tour players, etc.)
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History tours

Let's go on a dark tour
to find peace and hope
inside the dark parts of history
The dark tour (educative and history travel) is being in the spotlight these days. Very different with the usual
type of travel where you have fun by doing tourism and eating good dishes, the dark tour takes you back to the
tragic episodes of history, making you visit and feel places where actually occurred war, terrorism or natural
disaster. If the Auschwitz concentration camp in Poland, where have been slaughtered about 4 millions of
people, is considered as the dark tours most representative destination, the Jeju island can be viewed as the
main dark tour destination of South Korea. Until the 20th of December, the World Heritage Headquarters will
pick 30 participants by order of application every Wednesday for going on a dark tour trip alternating between
the eastern part and the western part of the island.

Western part course (War remains focused tour)
Hangpaduri Hangmong site – Japanese imperial army’s cave fortification in songak mountain – Japanese
imperial army’s cave fortification in Seosaoreum – Altteureu Airfield – Seosaoreum massacre site – Former
army training camp – Former marine corps training camp
Eastern part course (Dark history of Jeju island)
Jeju 4.3 Peace Park – Tuginmoke – Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak stronghold
Neobeunsungi Memorial Hall – Sarabong peak cave fortification

Application for the dark tour participants
●Date and time for application Every Wednesday 9:30–17:00
● Date and time of application First and third weeks Wednesdays – Eastern pat course, second and fourth
● Date and time of application weeks Wednesdays – Western part course
●Number of applicants Max 30 pax (by order of application)
●Period of application 2017.09.06 (Wed)–12.20 (Wed)
●How to apply Fill in the application form and send it by email (miso98@korea.kr)
●Please prepare Entry fee 3,000 wons (to be paid on site), simple clothing, sport shoes, your own lunch box
●Inquiry World Heritage Headquarters History and culture department (+82 647106707)
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Jeju’s people

Lives of Jeju people

“I would like to spend here the second part of my life in a better and richer way”

“They call me vice president”

It has been 6 years since I moved here. I have a very busy life here, I work as

Except the time when I was studying abroad, I’ve always lived on the Jeju

an English-speaking guide, as a tour leader on the Olle trails and have my own

island. People in my village call me “vice president” because I am very active.

tangerine plantation among other activities. I used to live in a big city before

When people have problems or when the new comers from the main land have

moving here and my life was also busy at this time. But I have to say that the

questions, they come to me. Being a very important part of the village gives a

atmosphere was completely different. I feel that my life has become healthier and

great feeling but it took me almost 20 years to come to this. I am broadcasting a

richer. Especially when I discovered the Olle trails. Since these trails have changed

podcast for making the communication between the fresh comers and the others

my lifestyle in a better way, I am involving myself in a voluntary cleaning program

migrants from the main land easier. As a Jeju island’s nature lover, I do my best to

of the trails. Being busy doesn’t affect my happiness here, I am more relaxed, and I

protect it from capitalism and invasion of people.

would like to share this relaxing feeling with the people around me and spend the
second part of my life here in a better and richer way.

Mun Seong-beom (54) Cheongsuri, Hangyeong-myeon, Jeju city
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Seokhee Boo (53) Pyeongtaeri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju city

“This is not about smiling because you are happy, but getting happier by
smiling”
After 27 years of elementary school teaching, I’ve retired voluntary last August.
Now I am running here and there for giving lectures, but the listeners are different.
My lectures are called “happy class”, we take the time to discuss about happiness
in life while drinking some tea. The people attending my classes are from various
fields and generations, there are young students, public servants, parents,
entrepreneurs, senior citizen centers or elders’ college. Smiling as a treatment is
the key here. Smiling because you are happy is a good thing, but I encourage to
smile in order to get happier.

Wangook Lee (53) Hageo-ri, Aewol-eup, Jeju city

“I dream about Jeju’s people working together to make this place better”

“I want to give real emotions to my clients through this taste”

There are 15 villages in Hangyeong-myeon, and my village Nakcheon-ri is one of

I opened my gimbap restaurant on the hiking trail going up to the Halla mountain

them. We don’t have any access to the sea, we don’t have any volcanic cone or

in 2013. Fortunately, the restaurant was doing well so it expanded through the

dense forest, we had nothing to put forward. So, at this time Lee Jang-jik decided

whole country and became a family business. I’ve been really busy these last five

to make the village become a themed place. As somebody who was born, grew

years. I wanted to make gimpabs filled of Jeju’s characteristics, so I had to think a

up and worked as a farmer until now in Jeju, my love for this land is stronger than

lot. In the end, the clients liked them and approved them as very unique, so I am

anyone. Thanks to the nine rituals village, our place is now well known, but a lot

thankful for that. These days we are about to launch our autumn special gimbap

of economic issues still remain. I dream about Jeju’s people working together to

made with Jeju’s buckwheat. Of course, the taste is really important, but I want

make this place better, let’s not work only for ourselves.

to give real emotions to my clients through the taste of this new product. It is still
at the planning stage, but I’m thinking about to make a franchise with the first

Oh Won-guk (54) Hangyeong-myeon, Nakcheon-ri, Jeju city

restaurant here on Jeju.

Heebong Kim (49) Nohyeon-dong, Jeju city
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I’ve read with great interest

the readers’ corner
♥

♥

The words “comma in my life” in the article “My stay in Jeju, a green comma in my life”

I liked the article about the songs in the “Jeju’s language and sounds” section. I used to

moved me a lot. We work a lot, and we don’t really have the time to rest properly, even in

sing them with my mother and grandmother when I was young, seated together in front

vacation places that are close to us. Reading this article made me realize that I’ve never

of our house in Jeju island. Reading those lines far from my hometown brought me back

took seriously care of myself, making an excuse of my busy life. I need to put a comma in

memories. This booklet is like a present in this hot summer and it made me really happy.

my life.

_Kyeonghee Han (Geumgok-ro, Gwonseon-gu Suwon city, Gyeonggi-do)

_ Taegyu Sin (1gil, Yeon-dong, Jeju city)
♥
♥

Jeju island’s mysterious munjuran (I thought it was someone’s name), hand shaped cactus,

In the column “Thinking about Jeju’s downtown”, the article “Seeing downtown inside

far eastern arrow squids and its summer landscapes definitely charmed me. I feel like I

literature” was really interesting for me. Before, when I was reading novels, I was only

came again to Jeju’s mountains and sea. I put the postcard in my veranda, and everytime I

able to picture Jeju’s city in my mind but now thanks to the pictures inside the novels I

take a look at it, I have the feeling to be there.

can have a more precise vision of how it looks like. The center of the Jeju’s culture is its

_ Yoonhee Bang (Toseong-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul city)

original downtown and I am sure it will continue to carry its culture in the future.
_ Choonim Lee (Jikdong-ri, Soheuleup, Pocheon city, Gyeonggi-do)
♥
For somebody like me who spent his childhood in Jeju’s downtown, I feel very sad about
how its lagging behind and being isolated. I was very pleased to see the interesting
contents of the section about Jeju’s first school and original downtown. I wish that those
places, 100 years old witnesses of our past and center of arts, remain as long as possible
and continue to make us proud.
_ Keonyeong Boo (Ujeong-ro, Jeju city )

Readers' quiz
Last edition quiz answers
Jeju Biennale
Summer edition’s quiz and comments winners
Taegyu Sin, Kyeonghee Han, Choonim Lee, Yoonhee Bang and
Keonyeong Boo
Fall edition readers’ quiz
I was made for the Jeju island senior citizens aged 70 and over, the
registered disabled and persons of national merit. I exempt them from
paying any fares on the city buses, the tour buses and even the small
village buses. Who am I?

We are looking forward to your participation.
We are truly thankful for all of your interest and affection for the “Jeju” province
government’s newsletter.
Please write on the postcard your answer for the quiz and your thoughts about the
content you have read in “Jeju”.
Some section you particularly liked or some section that could be improved,
any suggestion or information about articles will be appreciated.
Some of your postcards will be chosen and get featured in the next “Jeju”,
and the selected persons will receive a small gift.
Who can participate Any reader of “Jeju”/Period Until 2017.11.30/
How to participate Write in the readers postcards section your comment, name and
contact information/
Publication 2017 “Jeju” Will appear in Fall edition

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo
y visiting our blog, you can get information about
Jeju’s food, sightseeing,
fun activities but also upcoming festivals and other
news about the island.
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/happyjejudo

Twitter

https://mobile.twitter.com/happyjejudo

Kakaostory https://story.kakao.com/ch/inusjeju
Instagram https://instagram.com/special_jejudo

